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THE TWO STEP
Brass/Marching Bands and Their Influence
On Early pre-jazz and Jazz Music
Wind ensembles during their inception into the main stream of popular
music in the U.S. were called by various names: a brass band, a marching band, a
military band or a concert band. These ensembles played march music, concert
music and dance music. The brass band was the genre that was most popular during
the evolution of jazz and dance music. The instrumentation of these wind bands
varied and went through a period of standardization, during which time the
instrumentation changed from a purely brass band to one that included woodwind
instruments and string instruments when the band played for dances. We know that
early jazz music began as dance music and the brass band, when performing dance
music often would have a cornet player double on a violin and the tuba player
changed to string bass.
Marching bands were the most popular form of musical ensemble in 19th
century America. These bands played both classical concert music and the popular
music of the era. Included in the repertoire of any 19th century band was a collection
of dance music. The brass band played the favorite style dance music of the era, i.e.
waltzes, galops, lancers, polkas, and any other style of music that become popular.
Dancers danced and marched to the music of a march, either a grand march at the
beginning of a dance or at what became known as a “march or two step.”
The two step appeared around 1890. Its origins are unclear but may include
the polka, galop and or the march. The two-step consists of sliding steps to the side
in 2/4 or 6/8 meters. It was one source of the fox-trot, which became its successor
about 1920. It is more or less a double quick march with a skip in each step done as
rapidly as a couple can go forward, backward and turning.
The influence of the march on American dance music is addressed in an
article in the March, 1924 issue of Sunset Magazine. In the section entitled “The
Birth of the March” the article states:
The Birth of the March
America evolved a popular music of its own at the time of the Civil War.
Before that it borrowed or imitated foreign importations, chiefly English and
German. War demands march-tunes and is at all times a prolific breeder of them.
War and Love between them gave us music! But here was a war which deeply
touched the hearts of the Nation, a war of liberation in which feeling ran blood-hot
on both sides. Out of such emotional tumult music is always born. The result was
that both from the North and the South came march-tunes of unexampled energy
and rhythmic force. Is there anywhere else in the world such a march-tune as
"Marching Through Georgia," to name but one?
Along with the marches, of course, came songs of sentiment, such as the
inimitable ones of Stephen Collins Foster - "My Old Kentucky Home," "Suwannee
Ribber" and the like. These also are truly native; their sweetness is that of corn on
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the cob, their passionate tenderness that of a nation in travail. But it is the marchtune that had most to do with the evolution of Jazz, (sic: We must remember that
early jazz was DANCE music) since it emphasized rhythm rather than sentiment,
and therefore provided the intermediary step between the march-tune and the
modern Jazz-dance-that of ragtime.
Whence came the ferocious energy of our American marches? The Negro
usually gets the credit for our songs of sentiment, but the dynamic energy of the
American march is something different. It is too forthright and direct for the
indolent Negro. Some of this energy came from the emotions of the period; some is
native to the free-spirited American people. But is it not also possible that the
Redskin had something to do with it? The pioneers, the trappers and scouts of the
plains must have heard the war-drums beating many times. Indian warfare was the
only kind they knew, and they must have witnessed many a sinister war dance
beside the Indian camp fire at night so that the pounding rhythm got into their
blood.
The marches themselves, of course, are of the European pattern; but the
furious energy of them is Western, Indo-American. Would not the soldiers be prone
to reject any tune in which the energy of the drums was less fierce than that of the
Redskin’s tom-tom? Maybe this is a far-fetched theory; but no man knows in how
many obscure ways the silent, dispossessed Indian has touched our lives. When an
English-speaking foreigner arrives on our shores the first thing that assures him he
is really in the United States is apt to be a wooden Indian outside a cigar-store.
Among the first questions he asks was: where do we get such queer place names as
Manhattan, Potomac, Idaho? If he asks whence came the furious pounding of the
drums in our cabarets, what answer should we give him?
But wherever it came from, the "pep" of the American march was never lost.
On the contrary, it was seized upon, developed and came to a head in the
magnificent march-tunes of Sousa, about the time of the Spanish-American trouble.
When Sousa wrote his first marches there was little or no rag-time;
practically none in his spirited tunes. His specialty was the um-pah, um-pah, umpah of the military band, common also to European music. But others imitated him,
and somebody--no doubt a lazy Negro from the south blessed with the peculiar
African gift of maintaining perfect time while seeming to take liberties-began
slurring the um-pahs together, giving us a brand new march rhythm. The result was
that in place of two distinct um-pahs we got that typically ragtime rhythm, umpah'm-pah. Nobody knows just how ragtime came, but this is one possible way.
The new rhythm, um-pah 'm-pah, um-pah, m-pah, caught on and was
developed in the typically American way. That is, it was made to go faster and
funnier. Soon we had that earliest form of ragtime typical of nigger minstrel shows,
the Cake Walk - truly American contribution to the world's popular music, sui
generis, in a class by itself.
Irving Berlin and George Cohan arose on the horizon, and during the first
decade of the present century, ragtime got into everything. Alexander's Rag-Time
Band appeared. A Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight, Waiting for the Robert E.
Lee, and Everybody's Doing It. What more need be said? Irving Berlin, however, is
the true ragtime king. As a Musician, he is untrained. he composes all his pieces at
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the keyboard in the key of G flat, not because it employs all the black notes of the
piano stick up nicely! But he delivers the goods, which is more than many a Doctor
of Music can do.
With ragtime came the phonograph and player-piano, and the inevitable
dance craze, which regulated some of its extravagances. By 1914 ragtime had been
developed to its limits. In despair of inventing new melodies, composers began to
"rag" the classics and even the common scale. And there for the moment we will
leave it, remembering only that ragtime was and is essentially syncopation, a play
on rhythm for the feet and not a play on sound for the ear.
Along with its dynamic force, American popular music has also the precious
gift of the American race, that of "josh," self-mockery. Occasionally we find in our
songs a caustic irony musically analogous to that of Mark Twain in literature or
Thomas Nast in line-drawing. Think, for instance, of Alexander's Ragtime Band,
which is American music gibing at the American small-town parade. Or, A Hot
Time in the Old Town Tonight. To a European this swinging melody may be merely
a typical example of American rowdiness. But surely we are just making fun of
ourselves, gibing at our smooth palm-or maple-shaded suburbs with which we have
tamed the wilderness. We are thinking of the fly-by-night towns of our frontier in
the old days of the glittering saloon, the faro table, the hard-riding cowboys riproaring down the forerunner of Main Street, shooting at the stars and painting the
old place a bright and blatant vermilion.
Jazz, in its infancy, was just such an outbreak of ironical mockery, but this
time leveled at our own light music. It came after an era of foreign dominance in
which our own native music was dulled. Sousa's spirited marches had spent their
force and Arthur Pryor was not so good. Hungarian or Hawaiian music was
everywhere. Ragtime, as we have seen, had run itself into the earth. The dance-craze
had boomed rapidly and swelled to over-ripeness. We were importing the pretty
tango and maxixe from South America via Paris-pretty, but too complicated, too
exotic, too refined.
Saccharine Tunes
In the realm of light opera things were just as bad. De Koven was repeating
Robin Hood, giving us watery imitations of Gilbert and Sullivan. Victor Herbert,
said to be the greatest American composer ever born in Ireland and educated in
Germany, was offering trickily rhythmed but saccharine tunes with Wagnerian
harmonies and an orchestra swollen to symphonic proportions. Viennese opera,
such as The Merry Widow, The Waltz Dream, The Chocolate Soldier dominated the
boards together with English light opera of The Pink Lady school. There were
unpleasant offerings from Berlin such as the malodorous Alma, Where do You
Live?
Then came the Great War. European importations ceased. There was an
increase in Hawaiian music for a while, but the whining guitars, dull-thrumming
ukuleles and nasal voices were getting on our nerves. Marimba orchestras imported
from South Africa for the San Francisco Exposition were tried in New York-and
fizzled. there remained a little semi-English musical comedy such as Oh Lady!
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Lady!, but it was thin, tepid, politely graceful; the music of a pink-tea while the guns
roared overseas. We listened patiently, but wishing that somebody, somewhere
would make a loud, rude noise. We wanted music that gibed and cussed
outrageously, roaring with laughter at its own folly and ours. Something vulgar as
hot-dog-and American.
We got Jazz.
Jazz was not a new kind of rhythm or harmony; its melody was oldfashioned rag. It was purely and simply a new instrumental conglomeration, its
classical ancestor being the tissue-covered comb with which Schubert "guyed" his
own immortal Erl King.
Jazz, then, was orchestration gone crazy. Trombones moaned, piccolos
shrieked, muted trumpets snarled, clarinets chattered, the saxophone came later,
wandering insanely into the high altitudes of sound while the rest of the orchestra
paused aghast for four whole beats. Cymbals clashed, gongs clanged, cow bells
clattered and tunked beside auto horns and snare drums. Every known sound in
America was employed.
The first Jazz tunes were all "Blues" numbers-Livery Stable Blues, Bluin'
the Blues, Skeleton Jangle. This was only natural however-just America holding a
mock-funeral over the imported stuff, and incidentally taking a sideswipe at its then
nearly moribund American competitor, ragtime.
Today, ragtime and Jazz are buddies. They go together and are held in
comradeship by the necessities of the dance. Ragtime tricks the feet into dancing,
and Jazz tickles the ear. thanks to Paul Whiteman and Art Hickman, Californians
both, Isham Jones, Roy Bargy and others blessed with real musicianship and a
musical sense of humor, the tin cans and motor horns have been thrown out, the
trombones moan more discreetly, the syrupy saxophone sings with insidious
smoothness, but the flavor is still American
The dancing went on, and something newer still was required. The peculiar
need of a throbbing, continued, unvarying pulse naturally suggested the East. We
got a flood of pseudo-oriental music: drums, cymbals, wailing oboes, bizarre
harmonies and "pash" melodies with fervid references in title and lyrics to "Allah"
and "Cleopatra." The Oriental craze hits America about once every seven years.
We got it round 1907 when the "Dance of the Seven Veils" performed by a lady in
tights was considered the height of sin. We got it again six or seven years later when
Oscar Hammerstein produced "Salome," and Theda Bara cut loose in the movies.
There was a post-war period culminating in King Tut. But it is too exotic, too
unwholesome to last more than one season as a rule. Americans want something
cleaner as a steady diet; something with energy and "pep," but without dirt. And we
have it right at home.

The Red-skin and his tom-tom.
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The Red-skin and his tom-tom have appeared again and again in American
popular and semi-popular music. Sousa used the Indian in his The Red Man and
Powhatan's Daughter. He cropped up again in Navajo and Hiawatha, in Indianola
and Red Wing. In addition, American publishers devoting themselves to that semipopular, hybrid thing "the teaching piece," have crowded their catalogs with fire
Dances, Indian Serenades and the like. But it is not the deliberate use of Indian
melodies that counts. what really counts is the tom-tom. So long as we need dance
music we need a steady rhythm, and the foundation of all rhythm is the tom-tom
beat, which is perhaps to be our last inheritance from the dying race.
"Jazz has passed its zenith," Joseph Webber, national president of the
American Federation of Musicians, was recently quoted as saying, "and at the end
of five years will have become history the same as ragtime. In its place throughout
the country will come the old familiar legitimate orchestra."
Here To Stay
Ragtime has not become history yet; it has been absorbed by Jazz but ragrhythms are still the most pronounced feature of nine-tenths of our present dance
tunes. The Jazz orchestra may go, I doubt it. The more expressive instruments of
the symphony orchestra are not so good for dancing as the sharp, staccato
instruments; the piano, banjo and the subsidiary battery of the trap-drummer.
Against this a sustained melody is wanted, and the saxophone, trombone and
trumpet are hard to beat. Moreover a "legitimate" orchestras expensive, a large
body of strings being required to balance the wood wind and brass; and such a band
is less effective by phonograph or radio than a smaller organization of properly
contrasted instruments, whose sounds must needs come through a diaphragm as
through a sieve. The Jazz ragtime band is cheap and effective, providing the old
need-something to tickle the ear, something to tickle the feet.
But whatever happens, the feet win. Americans are now a dancing people,
and they will insist that whatever form our popular music takes, it must be dance
music. Whenever a manuscript goes to a Broadway publisher today, that is the first
thing he looks for. If it isn't good dance stuff, back it goes!
The launching of a popular song is nowadays a vast commercial undertaking
involving the outlay of huge sums. The publisher, in the first place, inaugurates an
advertising campaign of national scope. He "releases" the new song exactly as if it
were "news" from a newspaper syndicate. he plans to have it sung in as many
theatres as possible, and played in the dance halls, for which he has both sheet music
and orchestra score ready.
In addition he arranges with the phonograph and player-roll people. The
record-manufacturers especially back him up, because their product is far more
expensive to produce than that of the player-roll makers, and far more widely used.
With a big seller at least three records are needed; a vocal solo, a male quartet and
one or more dance records by a famous orchestra, all of which cost real money.
Getting out hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions, of these records, advertising,
distributing them nation-wide, entails enormous expense. In the case of failure there
is no came-back for them.
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Obviously no song is suitable for such widespread distribution unless it
possesses three requisites; catchy title and lyric; a swinging melody that can be
whistled; and above all a strong dance rhythm of simple step. Difficult rhythms such
as the tango or maxixe have no wide appeal. The only rhythms possible are those
suited to the pedal extremities of Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean. Far more than any
professional dancer, the soda jerker and his "sweetie" determine the rhythm of the
modern dance.
Now the foundation of all dance-music is the straight one-one-one-one of the
tom-tom. this may be split up by sharp accent into one-two, one-two and its
compounds, giving the march , the two-step and fox-trot; or into the one-two-three,
one-two-three of the waltz…..”
The article mentions the progression of the march rhythms into jazz but first
it combined with the dance in developing the two step. This combination, the march
and the two step were well suited to each other. The dance needed a steady rhythm
which the march possessed. This combining began as early as 1873 and continued to
progress reaching its zenith between 1910 and 1913, the years in which we find the
most numerous use of this style. The march was dance music at its best. Many early
combinations of Negro dance music, especially the cakewalk mentioned the word
march on its sheet music covers, many describe and mention that a given piece
could be used as “a march, cakewalk, polka or two step. As the cakewalk evolved
into ragtime - both stressing rhythm - the march and the two step marriage became
popular with dancers. These “march/two steps” were usually in duple rhythm and
at first did not include syncopation, except when using the cakewalk rhythm. As
jazz evolved it was a combination of the march (ex. the trio of War Cloud is in
reality exactly like the trio of a march) and syncopation brought us the jazz feeling.
Ex. 150 - War Cloud - 1919 - (Trio)

As mentioned earlier, jazz in the beginning was thought of as strictly dance
music. The march was always associated with movement, whether it was on the
review field or in the dance hall. Many dances of the era began with a grand march.
Most marching bands entered the dance hall and became dance bands, their
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repertoire including dance tunes of the day. The brass band continued to use the
march as dance music, thus the title “march and two step.” The mentioned of
‘cakewalk,’ or ‘rag,’ often included the mention of the march, thus we have
‘cakewalk/march, rag/march’ and ‘march/two step.’
The brass or military/concert bands, notably the bands of Sousa, Pryor and
Fillmore, composed marches, symphonic works, cakewalks, two-steps and rags.
Tehir bands performed these original compositions during their concerts.
The popular music of the era such as the cakewalk and the two-step were
based on the march form and its emphasize on a steady rhythm. While the cakewalk
meter was not in 6/8 meter, the two step used the march rhythms of 6/8 and 2/4
meter. The two step developed into what became the most popular dance of the
“Jazz Age” namely the Fox Trot, which now used a syncopated rhythm. The Fox
Trot style was adapted within the new jazz idiom that was now stressing the use of
improvisation. It was inevitable that jazz would gradually, as it evolved, distance
itself from furnishing music for the dance into concert music. This came about in
the era known as the Bee Bop era of Jazz around 1945. Thus the popular music of
American went from unwritten music, into written music, and again back into
unwritten music. Jazz was now both written and unwritten music. This changing
style continued, going from unwritten small combos, to large ‘swing’ orchestras and
concert jazz, again into small combos, a style that gave the individual musician more
a of chance to express his individual ideas and feelings.
To understand the development of the brass band and its evolvement with
the musical activities of 19th century, it is noted that the brass band was the musical
ensemble that was the most popular musical ensemble that furnished the music for
most of the activities of an American community, from marching, to furnishing
music for church services, to political rallies, to dance music. This history can be
seem in the life and history of one Robert Hingle, the band leader in Plaquemines
Parish, Louisiana. He lead the brass band of his town of Point a la Hache, La. that
furnished march music, dance music and any other type that was called for in the
social activities of an American town of the 19th and early 20th century. His brass
band contained within its ensemble a group that was called a string band. This
practice was common among brass bands and many were called ‘ brass and string
bands’ such as the “Pelican Brass and String Band” of New Orleans. Below is a
history of Robert Hingle and the development of a brass band during the evolution
of American brass bands and its dance band contained within, and includes the
band’s repertoire of both concert, marching and dance music.

Robert Hingle
Sweet Sixteen Brass Band
of
Point a la Hache
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While Professor James Humphrey was teaching the brass bands that were
active on the East Bank of the Mississippi River (Magnolia, Deer Range, Oakville,
etc.) There was a very energetic musician doing the same on the West Bank. His
name was Robert Hingle. Professor Hingle is mentioned by jazz musician Willie
Parker in his Tulane interview:
"My father, sure that how we learned, but when Professor Hingle, (white
man) would be teacher, I'd be at that window listenin' at everything he'd tell my
daddy. My Daddy's a musician, my brother, my brother-in-law played the bass. My
brother, he played the bass tuba. My Daddy was the drummer. Every night we'd be
out there - field band. And they put me on the drum and that's where I stayed."
(Nov. 7, 1958)
This Professor Hingle was somewhat of a mystery to jazz historians. The
answer to this mystery was found when the evidence from the jazz achieves was
matched with information given in the Plaquemines Protector of 1887. While not
remembered today, Robert Hingle was perhaps the most famous citizen of
Plaquemines and St. Bernard Parishes during his life time.
Robert Hingle was the driving force behind the musical activities on the West
Bank of the Mississippi River, taking part in the musical activities of St. Thomas
Catholic Church in Point a la Hache, teaching both white and colored brass bands
and leading and teaching the most popular brass bands in Plaquemines Parish from
1883 to 1904.
Robert Hingle was born June 7th, 1850, the son of Pierre Ursin Hingle, a
founder of Plaquemines Parish, and Elizabeth Dennis. His early boyhood was spent
on a farm in the Parish. After the death of his father, Robert, at the age of
seventeen, was chosen to attend Louisiana State University as a beneficiary cadet
from Plaquemines parish. After four years of diligent and arduous study he was
graduated with high honors with the degree of Bachelor of Science in 1871.
Immediately after graduation he returned to his native home and for three years
taught at a private school in the Parish. He was then offered a position as professor
English and Latin at the Franklin College in the town of Franklin, Louisiana, which
he accepted. He resigned his position at Franklin to accept a similar position in
Thibodaux, Louisiana. It is in Thibodaux that his musical activities come to light.
During this time at Thibodaux College, he studied law in the office of E. A. Sullivan,
one of the ablest attorneys in the State, and was admitted to the bar by the Supreme
Court of the State of Louisiana in 1882. He returned to his native parish and opened
a law office in Point a la Hache and successfully practiced his profession. He
remained there the rest of his life.
In 1883 he organized his first brass band in the parish, the Sweet Sixteen
Brass Band. Besides his law activities and musical schedule he also found time to
become editor of the Plaquemines Observer, a staunch and fearless democratic
newspaper, and made his reputation in journalism, filling the position of editor of
the paper, showing great ability. He remained in that position for seven years until
1896, at which time he was elected judge of the 29th judicial district. In the manner
of politics, Judge Hingle was an influential factor and an ardent and
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uncompromising democrat. He was foremost among the gallant men who caused the
overthrow of the Republican Party in Plaquemines Parish and in the State. He filled
many positions of honor and trust, among them: Treasurer of the Parish, President
of the School Board, and up to his death, a member at large of the Parish
Democratic Executive Committee, always possessing the full confidence and esteem
of his people. In 1900 Hingle was re-elected without opposition.
He married at the age of 22 to Miss Sophie Leopold, a sister of Simon
Leopold, the distinguished member of the State Legislature from Plaquemines
Parish. From this union he was blessed with seven children: Robert, Emmet, James,
Mrs. H. O. Martin, and Misses Ella, Lily and Sophie.
A time line, while difficult to assemble, is given below:
Born 1850
1850-1868 - boyhood in Point a la Hache
1868-1871 - attending LSU
1872-1875 - teaching in Point a la Hache
1875-1877 - teaching in Franklin, La.
1877 1882 - teaching in Thibodaux
1882-1904 - judge, lawyer, editor, musician in Pt. a la Hache
In examining the activities of the bands led by Robert Hingle, his career and
activities can be seen as a microcosm of the progress and activity of the brass bands
and its repertoire in New Orleans during the latter decades of the 19th Century.
These parish bands often mirrored the social and cultural mores of their
counterpart from New Orleans. The Thibodaux Sentinel (Newspaper) documents
some of Robert Hingle's activities while he was a teacher at Thibodaux College and
his musical accomplishments while in Thibodaux. The first mention of Hingle is in
connection with the annual fireman's parade which was celebrated each March 4th.
In this parade Robert Hingle, having trained a group of college students in music,
enters them in the annual parade.
"Fireman's Day Parade . . and a juvenile brass band under Professor Hingle
of Thibodaux College." (May 10, 1879)
While at Thibodaux College his band was also very active in the numerous
activities of St. Joseph Catholic Church in Thibodaux. Reverend C. M. Menard, the
parish priest, acknowledged services of the College Band and a card of thanks
appeared in the newspaper:
"Thanks from Rev. C. M. Menard, priest at St. Joseph's Catholic church to
the College Band for their very entertaining musical selections which formed one of
the main attractions of the occasion. (i.e. - a church affair) (May 10, 1879)
While Robert Hingle is most noted for his role in the politics of Plaquemines
parish, his activities in the cultural affairs of the parish have become his monument
to his immortality. It was in Thibodaux that he first showed a unique musical talent
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and interest, an interest he continued until his death, even though he became an
extremely busy man as judge of the parish. He remained active until his death,
dedicated always to his first love, music. This musical ability begins to develop in
Thibodaux when in addition to being the college band director, he is given
directorship of one of the leading brass bands in the State, the St. Joseph Silver
Cornet Band of Thibodaux:
"Professor Hingle has now charge of the St. Joseph as well as the College
Band. The former (college) have recently received a set of new and improved
instruments." (Sept. 20, 1879)
Robert Hingle became involved in many community activities while in
Thibodaux, a practice he was to continue when returning to Point a la Hache. When
an institution needed music, Robert Hingle was there to furnish it:
"Entertainment . . . teachers and pupils of Guion Academy Free School - the
music of the College Band of boys was good and reflected credit upon the skill as a
teacher of Mr. Hingle who had them in charge." (April 10, 1880)
A letter of thanks for the music furnished appeared in the same issue of the
Thibodaux Sentinel:
". . .also to the Thibodaux College Band and their kind teacher for the music
which they have furnished and which has done so much to increase the enjoyment of
all who here honored us with their attendance." (Ibid)
In the Fireman's Parade of 1880, Robert Hingle has charge of both the
College Band and the St. Joseph Silver Cornet Band:
"Fireman's Day Parade - 2nd. Division - Thibodaux College Band; 3rd
Division - St. Joseph Silver Cornet Band. The College Band of boys supplied the
Home, Hook and Ladder and St. Joseph's Band the same for the Thibodaux #1.
These bands all did remarkably, winning new honors all along the line of the
procession." (Ibid)
One of the principle activities for enjoyment during the last decades of the
19th Century was the excursion, either by boat or train. Each excursion always had
a brass band along to furnish music for the occasion. One such excursion is
mentioned, being accompanied by Robert Hingle's Band:
"Excursion by train for Fireman - St. Joseph Brass Band accompanied the
excursion and played several pieces in the park grounds which secured the
admiration of the people who were delighted with the performance of that band."
(August 28, 1880)
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There are numerous examples of the activities of bands led by Robert Hingle
in other articles in parish papers which will be documented later in this book.
Sweet Sixteen Brass Band
Point a la Hache
The Sweet Sixteen Brass Band was organized by Robert Hingle in 1883 upon
his return from Thibodaux to reside in Point a la Hache. The Sweet Sixteen Brass
Band is mentioned in the Plaquemines Protector (i.e.: formally the Observer) on
March 10, 1888, giving a list of band members (listed below). We are fortunate
because the editor of this paper, Robert Hingle, is also the leading musician, teacher
and leader of the Sweet Sixteen Brass Band. He gives us a full list of its members
(22) and the instruments they play. We shall give this list to understand the type of
brass band instrumentation that existed in the year 1888 in the surrounding areas of
New Orleans:
Leader
Piccolo
1st clarinet
2nd clarinet
Solo Alto*
1st. Alto*
1st Alto*
1st. Alto*
2nd. Alto*
2nd. Alto*
Bb Bass*
Snare Drum

Robert Hingle
Eb Cornet*
Cleo. Hingle
Paul Badeaux
1st. Bb Cornet*
C. Dobson
A. J. Badeaux 1st. Bb Cornet*
Harris Fontenelle
Theo. Hingle
Eb Cornet*
Camille Lartigue
Hamilton Martin
2nd. Bb cornet*
Joe Saliba
Zach Fontenelle
2nd. Bb cornet*
George Hingle
Stanley Hingle
2nd. Tenor*
Ernest Dobson
Henry Barberot
1st. Tenor*
Joe Barberot
Emmet Hingle
2nd. Tenor*
Tillou Fontenelle
Robert Hingle
Baritone*
Roger Hingle
Octave Hingle
Tuba*
A. LaFrance Jr.
Walter Hingle

* Brass instruments.
The Sweet Sixteen Brass Band is first mentioned in the Plaquemines
Protector of 1887. From a later article we know that the band was organized in
1883. The copies of the local paper (in microfilm) begin in the year 1887, and the
first entry about the Sweet Sixteen Brass Band is on March 10th of that year.
Plaquemines Parish was then an agricultural area and groups of farmers gathered
together forming agricultural societies for their mutual benefit. One such
organization invited the Sweet Sixteen Brass Band to perform at their meeting:
"The Sweet Sixteen Brass Band of this town have been invited to attend the
Agricultural meeting tomorrow. We trust they will be present in a body and enliven
the occasion with their delightful music." (March 10, 1888)
From this small item the paper will, the next few decades, contain a historic
account of the activities of a brass band in Louisiana. This account will give us
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valuable insights into the development of a brass band in a period of time which was
to have an important influence on the history of jazz.
The Sweet Sixteen Brass Band, at the previously mentioned agricultural
meeting, was highly praised in the next issue of the newspaper:
"The Sweet Sixteen Brass Band of our town, furnished music for the
occasion and were highly praised for their excellent ensemble playing." (March 10,
1888)
During the latter decades of the 19th Century one of the most popular and
profitable source of revenue was to have a fair. Most churches sponsored fairs and
the Sweet Sixteen Brass Band, in need of new instruments, debated about having
such an event:
"The Sweet Sixteen Brass Band contemplates giving a grand fair on
Saturday, May 5th. The proceeds are to be applied to the purchase of a new set of
instruments." (March 17, 1888)
To be sure that everyone in the community knew about this fair, the item
also appeared in the French language column of the Newspaper:
"Le 5 Mar, le SSBB se propose de donner ner une petite faire a la Pt.
Hache." (March 24, 1888)
In the same issue of the weekly paper and also in the French Column, it was
announced that the SSBB would be playing for services (Mass) at St. Thomas
Catholic Church in Point a la Hache:
"Demain, grand jour dos Ramaux, d'messe a dix heures a leglise St. Thomas.
La messe de Battmann para chantee par le choeur et le SSBB pretera son concours
pour rendre le ceremonie de pul solennelles." (March 26, 1888)
As with the brass bands in the surrounding areas of New Orleans, the
Catholic Church was a supporter of brass bands.
The Sweet Sixteen Brass Band began their campaign to make their grand
fair successful and in the few issues of the paper we see how an organization
developed the popular entertainment, the local fair:
The fair is mentioned in an item appearing in the paper on April 4th:
"Grand preparations are being made for the fair which is to be given for the
benefit of the SSBB on May 5th."
Robert Hingle and members of the SSBB worked hard and tried to get as
many citizens and groups involved in helping to promote the band's fair as they
could. Robert Hingle, being an attorney and active in politics (he was later to
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become the judicial judge for Plaquemines and St. Bernard Parishes) must have
persuaded local politicians to become involved in helping the band:
"After the election, a number of profoundly interested gentlemen of Point a
la Hache have promised to give the SSBB their valuable assistance in behalf of their
fair which will take place on May 5th." (Ibid)
Preparations continued on behalf of the fair. At a meeting of the SSBB the
band set up various committees to help with the fair activities:
"The SSBB held a meeting during the week at their hall and the following
committees were appointed for the fair which was to be given for the benefit of this
association on Saturday, May 5th.
Committee on Music: Armstead Chassier, Jno. B. Hingle
Committee on arrangements: Octave Hingle (chairman), Felix Hingle, Roger
Hingle, Marius Morlier, Henry Barberot, Leon Barberot, Vileor Garas, Pierre
Vinet, Paul Badeaux, Joseph Saliba, Harris Fontenelle, Camille Lartigue.
Committee on reception: Constance Dobson, Ernest Dobson, Eugene Hingle,
Jno. B. Hingle
Committee on invitations: Antoine LaFrance Jr., Joseph Badeaux, A. J.
Badeaux, Cleophas Hingle
Committee on plays: Cleo Hingle, A. J. Badeau."(April 21, 1888)
Being editor of the local paper and the president of the SSBB, Robert Hingle
used the exposure of the press to help publicize the SSBB. When someone donated
anything to help the band he would write about it in the paper. An example is given
below:
"Mr. C. Molean, the popular gentlemen who wields the tonsorial brush at
Mevers Hotel, has donated to the SSBB fair, three Havanna Lottery tickets, to be
raffled on the night of the fair." (April 28, 1888)
The newspaper continued to publicize the SSBB fair and in this next item
plays on the popularity of the young ladies of the town:
"The fair given next Saturday for the benefit of the SSBB will be
entertaining and attractive. All the stands will be profusely decorated with flowers
and presided over by some of the sweetest ladies of our town." (Ibid)
The fair not only contained booths for the entertainment but also other
activities to draw people to the fair. Baseball was very popular during this period of
history (1880's & 1890's) and there was a game scheduled during the fair:
"Baseball games at fair: Crescent Baseball Club of Jesuit Band vs. the St.
Bernard Baseball Club." (Ibid)
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To draw the music lovers and cultural individuals the SSBB announced that
their band would premiere a new band work:
"W. J. Voges has composed a grand march which he has dedicated to the
Young Men's Democrat Association - (the political connection again). It has been
published by Philip Weirlein in very neat form exhibiting, on the front of the cover
a new broom that aided in sweeping the ring from power (the ring refers to the
political group presently in power in Plaquemines Parish)." (Ibid)
In the next week's issue of the paper, there appears another item about the
band playing two popular marches for the townspeople:
"The two popular marches, 'General Boulander's' and the 'YMDA' will be
played this evening for the first time in our town by the SSBB." (May 5, 1888)
The paper was not too proud to 'name drop.' There is an article stating that
the well known resident of Plaquemines Parish, former Governor Warmoth, has
promised to attend the fair:
"Governor Warmoth has promised to visit the fair this evening. He will find
presiding at the various booths, some of the sweetest girls that mortals ever gazed
upon who all are anxious to form his acquaintance. We wish him lots of fun." (Ibid)
Each new issue of the paper advertised the fair - from publicizing the
baseball game (May 5th) to: "a large number of valuable contributions have been
made for the fair. The kind donors are certainly too numerous to mention in this
paper but their donations are none the less highly appreciated by the ladies of Point
a la Hache." (Ibid)
Robert Hingle must have been throughout his life one of the busiest people,
having a law practice, owning a grocery store, being editor of the paper and leader
of the SSBB. He was the driving force behind the SSBB and had taken charge of
running the fair. This left him short of time to edit the paper as he explains:
"We claim the indulgence of our readers for any short-coming which may
appear in this issue of the Protector. The editor has been busily engaged during the
greater portion of the week supervising the preparations for the fair which will be
held for the benefit of the SSBB. The consequence is that many hours of the current
work have been spent by us, not in the sanctum but on the grounds where the great
festival will take place today and also at numerous rehearsals of plays, etc. In view
of these just causes for any delinquency in the premise we feel confident that our
request will be granted." (Ibid)
It would seem impossible if you lived in Point a la Hache and not know about
the fair. The May 5th issue contains numerous articles about the fair. One gives the
program:
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"The fair opens this afternoon at 1 p.m. The Ball at 8, the plays including
songs, etc. will begin at 7 p.m., with intermissions of some length between each
performance. The program is varied and long, and will keep visitors in a happy
frame of mind during the whole evening." (May 5, 1888)
Robert Hingle must have been a great organizer. He even thinks of
transportation to the fair, both by train and by steamer:
"The Maud M. Fish will transport all persons residing below Point a la
Hache who desire to attend the fair this evening. Rates will be reduced for this
occasion. We have also procured the services of Capt. Trevizani, who will be on
hand with the Dexter to take the visitors down on the following day." (Ibid)
The next week's paper reviews the fair, gives an account of the finances of
the event, and states that the instruments have been ordered from Werleins in New
Orleans. A follow-up is published in the May 19th issue:
"The new instruments for the SSBB were purchased last Tuesday, May 15th
from Mr. P. Weirlein, New Orleans, and were received Wednesday evening. They
have been distributed among the members of the band." (Ibid)
Once the SSBB had their new instruments they became very active, playing
for local meetings and other town fairs. One such fair was across the river in the
town of Home Place:
"Grand fair at Home Place. 11:00 train for fairgrounds. They (those people
attending) are accompanied by the SSBB and the Sweet Sixteen Orchestra who will
furnish the music for the occasion." (Sept. 22, 1888)
The band, being an amateur band, donated their services for most occasions.
knowing this, the transportation system allowed them to ride free. An article
appears in the paper acknowledging the railroad and the steamer 'Genevocity'. We
read that "The SSBB and SSO were allowed free passage to and from the fair."
(Sept. 29, 1888)
Robert Hingle usually followed up an activity with a write-up of how it
turned out. Thus an item appears about the band's appearance at the Home Place
fair:
"That the fair at Home Place was a success financially and musically. The
SSBB of our town were treated most royally." (Ibid)
The SSBB became very popular with the energetic leadership of Robert
Hingle, it began to play at the most important functions in the Plaquemines/St.
Bernard area. The band began playing regularly at the Pioneer Agricultural Society
meetings. (This society would become the band's sponsor and the band's name
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would become the Pioneer Orchestra - still a brass band in instrumentation.) The
band also played for two other occasions - On August 18th and Sept. 29th:
"On August 18, `1888, the 2nd annual reunion of the Agricultural Societies
of the lst Congressional District at Shell Beach Sunday. An important feature of the
occasion was the presence of the SSBB of Point a la Hache. This fine amateur band
is getting out of its teens, for there were 17 members present, not to speak of its
honored leader, Mr. Robert Hingle, editor of the Protector and others who were
unavoidably absent. The following is the roster of the members of the band on duty
last Sunday: (Some of the members of the band probably couldn't make all the
performances.)C. Hingle-lst Eb cornet, H. Fontenelle-lst Eb cornet, C. Lartigue-2nd
cornet, Robert Hingle-baritone, H. Martin-solo alto, Octave Hingle and A LaFrance
Jr.-bass, Paul Badeaux-piccolo, A. J. Badeaux-clarinet, Emmet Hingle-3rd alto, Jos.
Saliba-2nd alto, H. Barberot-lst alto, Jos. Barberot-lst tenor, J. B. Hingle-snare
drum and Eugene Hingle-bass drum" (August 18,1888)
"The SSBB and SSO have been invited to furnish the music for the parish
fair which opens at Mevers Hall tomorrow and we have no doubt that prompted by
their usual courtesy, they will accept the invitation." (Sept. 29, 1888)
Being an amateur brass band with members having other jobs, the SSBB did
not rehearse as much as a professional band might. The SSBB rehearsed about once
a week if we can judge by items appearing in the paper each week staging weekly
rehearsals:
"All members of the SSBB are earnestly requested to attend rehearsal this
evening at 7 o'clock." (Sept. 8, 1888)
"That the SSBB rehearses tonight at the music hall at 7 p.m." (Sept. 15,
1888)
The band not only played for town functions, Point a la Hache was a very
religious community, the hub of activity being the Catholic Church of St. Thomas. It
was thought that Catholic churches did not use bands within church services. They
not only used them but during the 1880's and 1890's Catholic churches were very
closely related to brass bands. The SSBB and SSO were closely connected with St.
Thomas. Robert Hingle had been the organist and choir director and the SSBB
played for church services and special ceremonies, etc.:
"The glorious feast of Easter was celebrated last Sunday at the St. Thomas
Catholic Church of our town with much pomp and grandeur. The feast of the
Resurrection is always observed with much ceremony throughout the whole
Christian World. Our handsome church was elaborately decorated and presented a
very pretty picture. The building was crowded to its utmost capacity and the
services were highly impressive. Father Bertholin preached the sermon choosing for
the text The 'Resurrection' which while concise was ably and eloquently delivered.
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Battman's Grand Mass for soprano and alto voices was rendered in super
style under the direction of the Protectors scribe (Robt. Hingle). The following
ladies composed the choir - Sopranos: Mrs. Jos. Sharp, Misses Anna Hingle,
Celima Fontenelle, Laura Martin, Lydia Martin, Ida Martin. Altos: Misses Galathe
Hingle and Leocadi Jourdan. The mass was exquisitely rendered. The music of the
SSBB was exceptionally fine. The band played the Centennial Overture just before
mass in fine style. During the Offertory this magnificent musical association, which
has become the pride of our town discoursed the serenade of Schubert, a difficult
piece of music for amateurs.
For the sortie, a grand march was played in excellent style. After the mass,
the choir, headed by the band, proceeded to Father Bertholin's residence and
tendered him a serenade. The grand Father, in his usual happy style, thanked his
visitors and entertained them right royally." April 7, 1888)
One activity that was customary during this period in brass band history was
the band serenade. A brass band would serenade an outstanding citizen of their
town or a friend of the band. First: the idea of serenading by the SSBB was
presented in the paper, then the follow up write-up about the actual occasion of the
serenade:
"That the SSBB contemplates serenading their friends in Point a la Hache at
an early date." (May 19, 1888)
"The friends of Mr. Jas. Wilkinson, headed by the SSBB serenaded him at
his residence, last Wednesday night in honor of his re-election. The band played its
sweetest." (April 14, 1888)
Typically, in the 19th Century, American brass bands performed weekly
concerts in the town squares or parks. The SSBB was no exception. They too played
concerts for the townspeople:
"That the SSBB will play on the Kiosk in front of the music hall every Friday
evening and the public are invited to attend their open air concerts." (May 26, 1888)
The newspaper contains a running account of the planned celebration for the
SSBB of the occasion of their 5th anniversary. The idea of celebrating the 5th
anniversary is first mentioned in the July 14th issue of the paper:
"The SSBB of our town held a meeting last Tuesday at the music hall for the
purpose of discussing the advisability of celebrating the 5th anniversary of the
organization of this society. It was decided by a unanimous vote to celebrate the
event in an appropriate manner, on Sunday the 5th of August. The programme of
this charming fete will consist of:
1) Dinner at 3 p.m., all members, active or passive living will participate
2) Concert at 5 p.m.
3) Grand ball at 8 p.m." (July 14, 1888)
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In the same issue the paper build up how great this celebration would be:
"Our observer says - that oh my, won't the entertainment to be given by the
band (SSBB) on the 5th of August be grand." (Ibid)
Continuing the publicity campaign for the band's celebration, the paper
acknowledges the coming 'fete champetre':
"That the fete champetre of the SSBB will take place at Barberot, - that
exactly 50 members (active and honorary) will participate, making this reunion one
of the grandest and most remarkable in the history of our town., and "that a
committee of young ladies have been appointed to decorate the pavilion for the
occasion." (July 28, 1888)
In the issue of the paper just prior to the 'fete champetre' the SSBB elects
new officers and the new officers are listed, along with the final publicity push for
the celebration:
"The 5th annual meeting of the SSBB was held at the music hall last
Wednesday, August 1, 1888, and the following officers were elected for the ensuing
year:
Robert Hingle - president
Cleophas Hingle - vice president
A. J. Badeaux - secretary
A. LaFrance Jr. - recording secretary."
This music association, which already numbers some 75 active, honorary and
old members, will celebrate their 5th anniversary of its organization today at
Barberots' Hall." (August 4, 1888)
As usual, following the 'fete champetre' an article appears in the paper
giving us details of the affair and noting that the anniversary celebration was a
success:
"The dinner and ball given last Saturday, in honor of the 5th anniversary of
the SSBB was a grand success in every respect. A very large number of invitations
had been issued for the ball, which took place at night, and judging from the
number present, from all parts of the parish as well as from New Orleans, very few
persons failed to accept of them. The ball lasted till 3 a.m." (August 11, 1888)
The SSBB, under the leadership of Robert Hingle did much to propagate brass
bands in the surrounding areas. At the time that the parish of St. Bernard presented
a fair, it was the SSBB that was asked to perform, St. Bernard not having an
organized
brass
band at this time.
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"The Chaussier String Band of our town will furnish the dance music while
the SSBB have offered their gratuitous services and will furnish the open air
music." (May 226, 1888)
The SSBB had, within its organization both a small ensemble (called the
Sweet Sixteen Orchestra - SSO) and a vocal quartette. The auxiliary groups also
performed at the St. Bernard and other fairs:
"That the vocal quartette of our town, who scored such a pleasing success at
the late fair of the SSBB have been invited to sing at the St. Bernard fair which
takes place tomorrow." (June 2, 1888)
"Concert at night .. . and a singing club organized for the occasion." (June
28, 1888)
It will be seen later in this article how St. Bernard parish organizes a brass
band. Not having one at the time of the fair, it was the Point a la Hache SSBB that
furnished the music:
"The music at the St. Bernard fair will be furnished entirely by musicians of
our town, which is a compliment to Point a la Hache." (Ibid)
The fair was a popular form of activity in the 1880's. People from the
surrounding parishes would always support other town fairs. A large group from
Point a la Hache attended the St. Bernard fair:
"About 9 a.m. the Point a la Hache train arrived (at the St. Bernard fair)
with about 100 visitors from the parish of Plaquemines. The contingent was headed
by the SSBB, under the leadership of our confrere of the Protector, Mr. Robert
Hingle and by the Chaussier string band." (June 9, 1888)
To enhance the trip, as was the practice in these days, the band played along
the route to the fair:
"That the SSBB have accepted an invitation to be present and will discourse
music along the route." ( June 2, 1888)
The SSBB performed at other occasions, namely at picnics, conventions and
exhibitions:
"A grand picnic by Leonce Bougon at Petite Prairie - music will be furnished
by the SSBB of Point a la Hache." July 7, 1888)
"That the SSBB of this town have been invited to furnish the music for the
Agricultural convention and dinner which will take place at Shell Beach on Sunday,
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August 12, 1888 and the boys have accepted and will go sixteen strong." (July 28,
1888)
"The annual exhibition of the Central public school of Point a la Hache...on
the grounds of Mr. B Savoire.. the SSBB will be present to enhance the occasion
with music." (June 30, 1888
In the column labeled 'The Observer' the newspaper continues to mention
the SSBB and never hesitates to exhibit the pride that the town has in the brass
band: "That the SSBB is a lively institution."(May 26, 1888); and, "That our
musical organizations have become a matter of pride to us all." (June 2, 1888)
The SSBB continued as an organization until approximately June 18th, 1889
when a last entry appears in the Plaquemines Protector. The band was present at
the meeting of the Pioneer Agricultural Society and gave what I believe to be its last
performance, its place to be taken by the Agricultural Societies' sponsored band, the
Pioneer Orchestra (actually a brass band in instrumentation, not an orchestra in the
traditional 20th Century meaning). Robert Hingle did not attend this performance
due to illness in his family. His appearance with the band was slacking off due to his
many other commitments. The portion of this entry mentioning the SSBB is as
follows:
". . .The Sweet Sixteen Brass Band, in full force, discoursed the music during
the meeting and the members thereof desire to extend to Mr. Fred Dymond their
thanks for the high compliment paid them by him in the course of his address to the
society last Sunday."
The Sweet Sixteen Orchestra (SSO)
During the time that the SSBB was active, a small splinter group existed
called the Sweet Sixteen Orchestra. The SSO, which included members of the SSBB,
played for activities and events that did not warrant a large brass band but a
smaller, more delicate ensemble. Thus the SSO was formed by Robert Hingle. This
group consisted of: Robert Hingle - lst violin, A. J. Badeaux - clarinet, Paul Badeaux
- flute, Cleophas Hingle - cornet, Stanley Hingle - lst alto, Emmett Hingle - 2nd alto
and R. Hingle - bass.
This smaller ensemble was formed to perform mostly as accompaniment for
St. Thomas's Church and choir. Its first mentioning is in the Protector on June 9th,
1888:
"That the choir (St. Thomas) is rehearsing a new mass for the feast of
Assumption . . .That the mass has been arranged for a sextette of instruments as
accompaniment." Before the forming of the SSO, the SSBB was playing for mass. It
probably was the large size of the brass band and its volume that convinced Robert
Hingle to form a smaller, more refined musical ensemble, thus the SSO was
envisioned and conceived as the solution to this problem. The choir loft at St.
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Thomas could not hold a large brass band but could handle the choir, the SSO and a
few guests. This problem of space is noted in an item in the paper:
"Nobody will be allowed in the choir gallery during High Mass tomorrow,
except:
1 - Active members of the choir.
2 - Members of the S.S.O.
3 - Those having pews
4 - Those having permits from the organist." (August 18, 1888)
It is interesting to note the quality of articles in the Protector when
comparing the length and content of articles between the English pages and the
French. The French page contains more content and one can note the society
oriented type writing in the French language. One gets the feeling that only the
select few of the higher class of the town concentrated on reading the French section
of the paper, the elite if you will. Thus when writing about the SSO the space given
is quite different. The English page has a few small items, not more than an inch. An
example:
"That the S.S. Orchestra will accompany the choir. That the music is prettily
arranged and is worth hearing." (August 18, 1888)
The French write-up in another issue of the paper"
"Dimanche dernier, la symphonie de notre village, tout recemment
organisee, s'est fait entendre pour la premiere fois a l'eglise St. Thomas. C'etait une
agreable surprise pour la pieuse congregation presente qui, envue des mauvasi
chemins et les colonnes silencieuses de cotre journal, ne s' attendait pas a une
ceremonie si touchante.
Cette symphonie qui est certainment un honneur pour la Pointe-a-la-Hache,
et que nons avons toute raison de croire, atteindra sous pen une celebrite aussi
grande que notre fanfare distingeuu, le S.S. Brass Band, est habilement dirigee par
Mr. Robt. Hingle, ler. violin, assiste de:
MM. A. J. Badeaux, clarinet
Paul Badeaux, flute
Cleophas Hingle, cornet
Stanley Hingle, lst alto
Emmet Hingle, 2nd alto
Robert Hingle, basse.
Le Choeur de notre eglise dout le zele new se dement jamais, surtout guand il
s'agit de l'lemployer a une ceuvre charitable et pieuse, est compose de Mme
Louisiana Sharp et Melle Leocadi Jourdan, sopranos; Mme P. Vinet et Melle Galthe
Hingle, Altos: MM. Hamilton Martin et C. Hingle, basses.
Toutes ces voix pures et limpides, accompagnces de la symphonie avec un
ensemble charmant, faisaient vibrer l'air de notre chapelle de notes harmonieuses.
C'etsit unsucces complet:
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Nous felicitions la, population catholique de notre petit ville sur l'avantage de
posseder une organisation de posseder une organisation musicale et un choeur
commeon en trouve peu dans les parolsses de notre etat.
En concluant, nous sommes heureux de constater quie les efforts de nos
jeunes amateurs ont ete cordilaement apprecies dimanche dernier, par tous ceux qui
ont eu le plaisir de les entendre."
St. Patrick Catholic Church of Home Place had, during its fair, a concert by
the SSBB, the choral organization of St. Thomas and the Sweet Sixteen Orchestra.
This concert performed typical music of the late 19th Century, the program, as
listed in the Paper:
Programme pour le Samedi soir:
Par les S. S. Brass Band, ler partie:
1 - Ouverture - Centenial
2 - Valse - See Saw
3 - Polka - Harlequin
4 - Chorus - Meet Me When 'tis Moonlight.
5- galop - Athletic.
Par le S. S. Orchestra et le choeur de la Pointe-a-la-Hache:
1 - Ouverture - Cloches de Corneville.
2 - Selection - Mikado (Choeur)
3 - Valse - Mme. Augot (S.S.O.)
4 - Romance - White Wings (choeur)
5 - Marche - Boulanger.
2eme. Partie:
Par le S.S. Brass Band:
1 - Serenade - Moonlight
2 - Andante et Valse - Petite Coquette.
3 - Fantaieie - A short Bite.
4 - March - Militant.
5 - Galop - Cloth of Gold.
Par le S.S.O., et le choeur:
1 - Oveture. - Less Dragons de la Reine (Orchestre)
2 - Romance - A Bly's Best Friend - Choeur et Orchestre
3 - Pot Pourri - Orchestre
4 - Selectin - Mascot, (Orchestre et choeur)
FINALE
5 - Opera - Les Martyrs, par L'Orchestre."
There is a lengthy article on the various members of the choir that will sing
at the fair. A great deal of space is given to the publicity for the St. Patrick's church
was situated in the Creole settlement of Home Place. This might be the reason that
there is a great deal of space in the French part of the newspaper.
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The SSO performed at most of the religious holy days of the Catholic
Church. There is an item of the choir and SSO rehearsing for the feast of
Assumption:
"The St. Thomas choir is rehearsing the beautiful mass of Concone for the
feast of Assumption which falls this year on Wednesday, August 15th. The following
instruments will form the accompaniment of the mass, to wit: violin, clarinet, flute,
Bb cornet, lst and 2nd altos, baritone and bass."
This group was named the SSO and only the baritone was not used in the
later performances of the group. This group also played for the First Communion of
Catholic children:
"The SSO is composed of violin, clarinet, flute, 2 altos and bass. The SSO
will form the accompaniment to the choir on the occasion of the first communion by
Catholic children fixed for August 15th."
Robert Hingle continues to give publicity to the musical groups in
Plaquemines Parish. The SSO being a sort of splinter group of the SSBB is given
space in most issues of the Protector:
"That the SSO has been organized only two weeks. It had made wonderful
progress in that short space of time." (July 31)
From this quote we can fix the date of the forming of the SSO around the
middle of July. The first mentioning is in the June 9th paper but it was not called
the SSO the, although it contained the same members. The SSO began playing
regularly for Sunday Mass. On Sunday, August 19th, the ensemble played an entree
and a sortie for mass:
"That the SSO will play the 'Dragons de la Reine' a beautiful overture, for
the entree, "General Boulander March" for the sortie."
There is also the feeling that the Point-a -la-Hache musical groups have a
close relationship with other Catholic Churches and citizens in the other settlements
of the parish. They are always visiting and playing for other settlements in the
parish. One Sunday the musical groups from St. Thomas are 'rumored' to be going
to perform in Home Place. When reading a notice in the paper that says 'rumor'
you can be sure that Robert Hingle knows for sure that the groups will be
performing at the place mentioned:
"That it is rumored that the choir and orchestra (SSO) will sing mass in St.
Patrick's Church at Home Place on Sunday, Oct. 7, 1888. They will also give a
concert for the benefit of Father Clun's fair on Saturday evening. Oct. 6th." (Sept.
8, 1888)
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The SSO did travel to Home Place but it was on Sept. 23rd when it not only
played for Mass at St. Patrick but also for the fair that the church was sponsoring:
"The SSO will accompany the St. Thomas choir to Home Place next Sunday,
Sept. 23rd, where they have made arrangements to sing Battsman's Mass. It is
probable that they will leave here Saturday evening the 22nd on the Neptune or by
train to take part in the grand fair which opens there on that day for the benefit of
St. Patrick Church."
Each week the paper mentions that the SSO will play for mass. It should be
mentioned that there were reason for this. It helped attendance. It set a very
musical/religious atmosphere. Also: there will come a time when the weather in the
form of a hurricane or cyclone destroys the church and when rebuilt the church
cannot afford a new organ and would have to wait until a fund raising activity is
held to pay for a new organ, then wait for delivery. St. Thomas was completely
destroyed three times by hurricanes and lost two organs to the weather. The
weather did have an effect on attendance at church and the transit character of
Plaquemines Parish populace lessened the total musicians and church goers in the
settlement:
"The SSO will play at mass tomorrow. The full choir will be present." (Sept.
29, 1888)
The SSO played for community activities. One such activity was the
production of the operetta put on by the Drama Club of Point a la Hache:
"Drama Club - HMS Pinafore - The SSO and Chaussier Orchestra have
combined for this occasion and will constitute the instrumentation. As we have so
little time to spare we hope that everyone in the play will make it his duty to be
punctual at rehearsals."
The SSBB and SSO continued to give freely of their musical talent and are
invited to perform at another fair:
"The SSBB and SSO have been invited to furnish the music for the parish
fair which opens at Mevery's Hall tomorrow and we have no doubt that prompted
by their usual courtesy, they will accept the invitation."
It was typical of the instrumental groups of Point a la Hache to play for
special events, especially if it involved a member of the group or friends of the
musicians in the group:
"SSO plays Mendelsons (sic: Mendelssohn, Felix) Wedding March for
marriage of Elianne Hingle to Mr. Davis Ragas with organ accompaniment."
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The SSO and Robert Hingle, playing organ, performed for another wedding.
This wedding involved a good friend of the Hingle family, Marie Cosse, who
married Mr. Felix Pizanie:
". . The SSO, whose music is a delight to the young people, was again
brought into requisition and a few hours (the reception) were spent in dancing."
Tragedy, when true, is so much more shocking than if fictionalized. Just
below the story of the wedding there appeared in the paper, a death notice. Upon
arriving in New Orleans for a honeymoon, the new bride became ill and suddenly
died. Robert Hingle, being the church organist, had to play for her funeral:
"The Editor, who with just pride performed the Wedding March on the
organ for his beloved friend Marie last Monday was called on Friday to play the
solemn Dirge for her whom he had loved as a dear friend in life."
This tragic episode concluded the brief history of the SSO.
The Juvenile Brass Band
July 7, 188 to August 9, 1890
To perpetuate the SSBB a young band of beginners was instigated with Mr.
Harris Fontenelle as leader. It included many future members of the brass band
structure in Point a la Hache. The personnel:
George Hingle - cornet
Tillou Fontenelle - tenor
Stanley Hingle - cornet
Octave Ragas - tenor
Walter Hingle* - alto
Zach Fontenelle* - tuba
Eddie Barry - alto
Emmet Hingle - baritone
Dudley Morlier - alto
Willie Saliba - snare drum.
*denotes those that would later play in the Pioneer Orchestra.
Although this young band was just beginning, it was trained successfully and
was able to prepare a concert for the town:
"The Juvenile Brass Band of Point a la Hache will make their debut at the
Pioneer Orchestra Pavilion, on Sunday, July 6th. With the exception of the leader,
the organization is composed of young boys who have made rapid progress in their
playing considering the short space of time that they have been organized.
The Juvenile Brass Band rehearses every afternoon at 6 P.M. at the music
hall. The instruments now used by the Pioneer Orchestra will be turned over to
them if the fair to be given on July 6th is a success."
The fair, by the Pioneer Orchestra, was a success and the SSBB did turn over
a number of their old instruments to the Juvenile Brass Band after securing new
instruments from Werleins in New Orleans.
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The band scheduled regular rehearsals, usually rehearsing once a week.
There was usually a reminder of the rehearsal time printed in the weekly paper:
"Juvenile Brass Band rehearsal Monday, 6 PM. Members are requested to
be on hand."
The Pioneer Orchestra (Brass Band)
April 13, 1899 to Nov. 12, 1898
The Pioneer Orchestra (actually a wind band) was a continuation of the
Sweet Sixteen Brass Band of Point a la Hache but smaller in size. Robert Hingle was
its leader at the beginning but Cleophas Hingle took over around Nov. 16, 1889.
Most of the musicians of the Pioneer Orchestra were trained by Robert Hingle in
the 'feeder' band of the SSBB which was called the Juvenile Brass Band.
Personnel of the Pioneer Orchestra
Hamilton Martin - cornet
Zach Fontenelle - cornet
Cleophas Hingle - cornet
Walter Hingle - piccolo
Roger Hingle - baritone
Emmet Hingle - alto
Harris Fontenelle - alto

Stanley Hingle - alto
A. LaFrance - tuba
O. Hingle - bass drum/alto
L. Hingle - snare
A. J. Badeaux - clarinet
Paul Badeaux
C. Latigne

When comparing the Pioneer Orchestra with the personnel in the Juvenile
Brass Band we see the only musicians that didn't play in both groups was Luke
Hingle (snare drum)/
The Pioneer Orchestra (PO) is mentioned for the first time in the Protector
on April 13, 1889 as a 'new association' and advertises its Inauguration Ball on
Easter Sunday in its own new Pavilion:
"Invitations have been issued by the Pioneer Orchestra for their grand
inauguration ball on Easter Sunday, in their new pavilion on the premises of Mr.
Theo Hingle. The cards are beautifully engraved and give a sort of avant-garde of
the delicate taste of the new association. The invitations are eagerly sought for, as
none but invited guests will be admitted.
The new Spring dresses will make their official appearance on that occasion ,
and the beautiful weather that we have enjoyed since a couple of weeks will
certainly not disappoint our fair ladies."
The PO begins playing for the meetings of the Pioneer Agriculture Society
during its regular meetings, further indicating that the society is indeed the sponsor
for the band. In the write-up of the societies meeting the PO is mentioned as playing
for the gathering:
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"The PO furnished the tooting and made the old Court House resound with
melodious strains of music."
Also in the April 20th paper, there is a letter to the editor praising the PO
and congratulating the band for its numerous activities:
"Editor Protector:
I am in receipt of a beautiful card of invitation to attend the ball to be given
by the PO, on Easter Sunday. This will be the first entertainment of the season and I
am certain that the people of the parish, far and near, will be there to enjoy fine
music and dancing.
In my neighborhood, the ball is all the talk and the young ladies are
preparing their Spring dresses and intend to come out in all their finery on that
great day.
The orchestra has already made a fine reputation for itself, and the many
people who have attended the meetings of the Pioneer Agricultural Society speak of
the orchestra in the highest terms.
I can not but congratulate our settlement on that good spirit of enterprise
and refinement of taste, and hope that it will develop itself."
In the following issue of the paper an article appears telling of the success of
the Easter Ball given by the PO:
"The entertainment given by the PO last Sunday evening was a delightful
affair in every respect. The rigorous season of Lent, lasting forty days, a season of
prayer and almost total abstinence from all worldly pleasures, had just terminated,
and everybody felt disposed to enjoy himself or herself to his or her heart's content.
Consequently, we were not surprised to see a very large attendance of ladies
and gentlemen at the entertainment.
A bevy of lovely girls with their handsome young escorts presented a very
pretty picture to the eye of the spectator. The pavilion was decorated and well
illuminated.
The guests were provided with sweets and refreshments of all kinds. The
music of the Pioneers was as usual entrancing and irresistible.
The boys have decided to give concerts every Sunday afternoon, at their
pavilion, where admission will be free and refreshments consisting of ice cream,
sherbet, lemonade, cakes, etc. will be sold for their benefit.
Lovers of good music and the residents of our town can find no better place
nor opportunity to spend their Sunday afternoons."
The music house of Philip Weirlein was the supplier of musical equipment to
the Point a la Hache area, it being serviced by Mr. W. J. Voges. The instruments
and equipment for the area bands was supplied by Weirlein. The Protector gives the
music house credit in an article placed just above the write-up on the PO
entertainment:
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"The Protector was honored during the week with a most pleasant call from
Mr. W. J. Voges, a worthy representative of the well known music firm of Philip
Weirlein.
While Mr. Voges' visit to our town was a brief one, still he succeeded in
securing the good will and clientele of a number of our most prominent men.
Mr. Voges is a thorough gentleman and a musician of ability. He is a
splendid conversationalist and a skillful performer on the piano forte.
The house of Philip Weirlein needs no introduction to the public of this
parish.
The SSBB and the Pioneer Orchestra were supplied with instruments from
this house. They are more than satisfied with their purchases. The beautiful organ
which now graces the Catholic Church and the finest piano in Point a la Hache, that
of Mr. Nic. Martin, were recently purchased of Mr. Weirlein.
We deem it useless to say more. Should our readers desire any music or
musical instruments we advise them to call at 135 Canal Street, New Orleans, where
satisfaction will be guaranteed them."
Robert Hingle continued in the paper to publicize the PO as he had the
SSBB. The Sunday entertainments of the PO were always mentioned. They are
highly praised in an article on May 11, 1889:
"The musical entertainments given on Sunday evenings by the PO have
become popular and fashionable. Their music is excellent and their pavilion the
most attractive and popular resort of amusement in our town. Over 200 ladies and
gentlemen visited the pavilion last Sunday and were delighted with their visit. These
entertainments are free for the respectable people of our town and afford a good
deal of innocent pleasure to all who desire to participate in them. This place has
become a sort of Spanish Fort on a small scale of course where the most fastidious
can go without the least apprehension of being insulted or molested."
The PO continues to perform and entertain. Being successful the band
needed to raise funds for its various activities, many being gratis; Thus Robert
Hingle assists in publicizing the band:
"The PO will give a grand ball, at their pavilion on the evening of next July
6th. The object of this ball is to raise funds for their association. The PO is now
popularly known throughout the length and breadth of this parish. Wherever and
whenever a fair or entertainment is given for a worthy purpose the PO, like Barkis
"is always willing" to contribute its share.
This splendid band deserves the support of the public and it is hoped that the
friends of the members of this musical society will not fail to attend their ball given
on July 6th, for their benefit."
The PO continued the example of the SSBB and played for varied
community functions. They played for the fair for the benefit of the Catholic
Church of Buras:
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"The fair for the benefit of the Catholic Church of Buras will take place on
August 9,10, and 11.
There is planned an excursion from Pt. a la Hache to the fair grounds on the
last day of the fair.
The members of the Pioneer Band of this town have offered their services
gratuitously to the President of the fair, Mr. C. Bulot."
The services offered by the PO are graciously accepted by the fair committee
of Buras and an article in the newspaper tells of the fair committee making a
resolution to accept the offer of the PO:
"To the president and members of the PO:
At a meeting held by the Buras church fair committee, the following
resolution was unanimously adopted: whereas, the PO has so very kindly offered
their services free of charge to play at our fair, be it resolved, that we do accept
their kind offer. Be it further stated, that a vote of thanks be and is hereby tendered
the members of the said orchestra as a mark of appreciation by the committee for
their charitable offer. Further resolved, that the foregoing resolutions be published
in our parish paper."
Other articles about the Buras fair continue to appear in the paper, the fair
being very well supported by the paper and citizens of Pt. a la Hache. On August
10th, the following item appeared:
"The Buras fair opened yesterday. The PO, who will furnish the music for
the fair, will leave today on the Grace Pitt (steamboat). They will play on the fair
grounds this afternoon, tonight and tomorrow . . . the excursion was accompanied
by the PO, which discoursed delightful music from time to time."
The PO placed a card of thanks to the Buras fair committee and other
workers:
"A CARD:
The undersigned members of the PO take this method of expressing their
appreciation of the favors and kindness showered on them during their stay
at the Buras fair last Saturday and Sunday, for which they desire to extend
their heartfelt thanks to:
signed,
C. Hingle, Hamilton Martin, Ant. LaFrance, Emmet Hingle, A. J. Badeaux,
Roger Hingle, Paul Badeaux and Stanley Hingle."
The band had two ten year olds playing with them and a small item appears
in the paper about these two boys:
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"The two ten year old members of the PO extend thanks to Messrs. Alberti
and Beck for souvenirs of the fair presented to them by these gentlemen, last
Sunday night."
Another item appears expressing thanks to the well-known brass band
director living and teaching in Plaquemines parish. Mr. L. Lapotaire was the
director of the Creole Brass Band of Home Place called the Tri-Color Brass Band
and had assisted in the Buras Fair. We shall hear of Lapotaire later when he
becomes the director of the newly formed Lockport Brass Band and later returns to
Point a la Hache as a player in the Home Circle Orchestra directed by Robert
Hingle: "The PO received new pieces and will begin rehearsing them next week."
There was little activity as far as a social life in the settlement of Point a la
Hache. The social event of the week during the life of the PO was its weekly
entertainments. These socials were publicized in the paper, being called 'socials,
soirees, ice cream socials, dances, etc.' The PO played for the socials without
charging an admission, selling refreshments for revenue. This group had built its
own pavilion for these gatherings. The paper always gave a good account of these
socials:
"There was a large gathering at the PO sociable, last Sunday evening. These
Sunday sociables have become very popular in Point a la Hache, being, in fact, the
only place of amusement in our town.
Families congregate at this resort to spend the cool Sunday evening listening
to the delightful strains of the PO and enjoying a pleasant chat with friends . . .
cakes & refreshments are always on hand and sold to visitors for the benefit of the
orchestra whose music is furnished gratis.
These sociables generally wind up at 11:00 PM, when everybody retires to his
home well satisfied with the very pleasant entertainment afforded by the band.
There will be no sociable tomorrow evening as the PO accompanies the Pioneer
Agricultural Society to West End. The entertainment will take place tonight
(Saturday).
The PO have rehearsed everyday this week and will render this evening, for
the first time, a grand selection from the Opera 'Chimes of Normandy.' That this
musical organization have made rapid progress lately in their playing and it can be
truly said of the members thereof that their music has excited admiration when ever
and where ever heard.
There were fully 300 persons at their pavilion last Sunday who came to hear
them. This association should be encouraged not only by the public of this town but
of the whole parish."
The PO continued their Sunday night entertainments, each one usually being
written about in the paper:
"That the 4th of July was not celebrated but that the PO will celebrate the
6th tonight at their pavilion. That only those invited will be admitted to the soiree.
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That all our loveliest young ladies and gallant young men are preparing
themselves for this occasion which will be the event of the season. That all lovers of
good music and genuine innocent mirth and fun will attend this entertainment."
From reading the above quote one can see that an attempt was being made to
insure that the PO entertainments would draw only the polite elements of the town.
This was not always successful as witness to a letter to the editor that describes
certain young men using profane language in the presence of a few ladies. Even the
publishing of this letter is an attempt at insuring good behavior at these
entertainments:
"Mr. Robert Hingle,
Dear Sir: Last Sunday, at the social given by the PO, certain young men of
Point a la Hache made use of profane language in the presence of a few ladies.
The PO are under obligation to Mr. L. Laporaire for valuable services
rendered them at Buras last Sunday."
On the return trip from the Buras Fair a number of excursionists led by
Robert Hingle, drafted a resolution to thank the many people connected with the
success of the fair. This resolution included the PO:
"Resolved that the thanks of the undersigned be extended to the PO for their
delightful music furnished on the trip. We express the wish that this musical
organization which has become the pride of our parish, may long continue to
flourish and prosper."
The PO played for various excursions from Pt. a la Hache to other resort
areas. Another trip was to West End and below is a quote from the paper given in
its entirety as it is a good example of what an 1889 excursion consisted of. This
particular excursion was for men only. Usually excursions were for couples:
"Our observer says:
That oh, dear! won't the excursion and dinner of the Pioneer, to take place
August 4th, be a grand thing.
That everybody is wild over it.
That it is the most interesting topic of conversation in our town, at present.
That he is sorry the excursion is 'for men only' as he would like to take his
best girl along.
That the train will leave the Court House on Sunday morning.
That on arriving at West End a very fine dinner will be spread for the
excursionists, free of charge.
That the management is in good hands and everyone is sure to have every
comfort while on the train and an agreeable time at the lake.
That the fare for the round trip which includes the dinner at the lake, is
only $3.00
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That no one in our town should miss this chance of spending a day full of
fun and full of dinner.
That tickets can be purchased at this office or by applying to Mr. Frank C.
Mevers.
That the returning train will leave West End as late as possible giving the
excursionists ample time to promenade, bathe, and attend the musical concert of the
famous West End Orchestra.
That the Pioneer Orchestra have been invited to furnish the music during
the trip and dinner.
That the 'boys' have accepted the invitation and will attend 8 strong.
That a very large crowd are going on the excursion for the double purpose
of attending the reunion and enjoying the cool and invigorating breeze of West End.
That there will be fun for all, and don't you forget it."
In another part of the paper, the excursion is mentioned but with the same
message - everyone should be a part of the grand excursion to West End:
"The excursion to be given by the Pioneer Agricultural Society promises to
be the grandest ever that has ever taken place in Point a la Hache."
Finding every small bit of information on the PO, Robert Hingle publicized
the activities of the group, from its receiving new music, rehearsing this music and
various activities:
"No one is a gentlemen who so far forgets himself as to indulge in indecent
language in the presence of a lady.
An uneducated man can be a gentlemen - but he who does not respect the
ladies, never. This is the first time that a thing of this kind has happened at the
pavilion. It should be the last at any cost.
Good breeding is easily acquired. This is a progressive age; he must keep up
with the march of civilization. Whoever does not wish to keep up with the
procession let him remain, in company with his bad manners, at home. Lago says:
"Good manners in man or woman, is the immediate jewels of their souls.
Yours Truly,
A Creole."
While the cause, either the weather or the interest might have been the
reason, the PO gave their last sociable on Nov. 3, 1889. I believe it was the weather,
always a problem around the lower end of the Mississippi River. There was little
activity during the winter season and during the Lenten season: "Tomorrow will be
the last ice cream party of the PO for the season."
The above fact did not go unnoticed by the paper. In the next issue an article
appeared about the last social:
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"The delightful music of the PO which has elicited the warmest praise from
every portion of the parish, will no longer be heard on Sunday evenings at the
pavilion of this musical association.
Last Sunday (Nov. 3) the members have their last sociable and while the
attendance was not as numerous as on former occasions, those present were treated
with a genuine surprise, none more so than the Editor of the Protector (Robert
Hingle) who was made the recipient of a beautiful gold-headed cane at the hands of
the members of the PO.
The presentation was made by Mr. Tim Collette, who was selected as their
spokesman by the PO, and who, cane in hand, unmercifully laid it think and heavy
upon us.
Being taken at a disadvantage, not dreaming that the 'closure' of the series of
entertainments given by the PO would culminate in such a 'denouncement,' we were
at first inclined to escape punishment in flight but, being aware of the futility of
such an attempt, we finally meekly submitted to the castigation in store for us.
We desire to re-iterate our thanks to the PO for this token of their friendship
for us. If we have found time, during our leisure moments, to impart to them some
knowledge of the divine art, music, their grateful remembrance of our service has
more than repaid our time employed in teaching them."
Like the SSBB has done in the past, the PO also played for Catholic Church
services:
"Last Sunday, the congregation of St. Thomas Catholic Church of the place
were agreeably surprised by the PO, who attended mass in a body and rendered
during the service, several beautiful selections. The ensemble and exquisiteness of
the execution of this band elicited a great deal of praise from Rev. Father Bertholin
who was delighted with the unexpected visit of the boys. Battman's Grand Mass was
sung by the choir in a manner which reflects much credit upon this worthy Catholic
society. After mass, the PO accompanied by the members of the choir, serenaded
the good father, who in return, toasted the success and prosperity of his hosts in
bumpers of the elixir of life."
Being sponsored by the Pioneer Agricultural Society, the PO continues to
perform at the societies meetings, each appearance publicized by the paper:
"The PO have rehearsed several new selections for this occasion (the meeting
of the PAC) and will enliven the meeting with their charming music."
"Regular monthly meeting of the PAC. The PO will furnish as usual, the
music for the occasion."
The PO was in need of financial backing, its performances mostly being
gratis. The appearances at fairs, churches, etc., were always done without financial
remuneration. A grand ball was planned for the purpose of financial rewards for
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the group. There appeared in the Sept. 7th and Sept. 14th issue of the paper an
invitation for attendance at the entertainment by the PO on Sunday evening:
"The PO will give another grand ball on Sat., Sept. 21st."
"The Pioneer boys give a grand ball next Sunday for the benefit of the
orchestra. Invitations will be issued next week and they open their numerous friends
in this parish will aid them in their efforts to keep up an organization which has
become a necessity in this parish."
The PO also played for other events and dances besides their own socials.
Mr. Joe Barbarro esq. gave a dance and hired the PO:
"Jos. Barbarro, esq., will give a grand ball next Saturday, the 26th (Sept.).
The PO will furnish the music. The young people of our town are familiar with the
delightful music of this band and will await with impatience the dawn of next
Saturday."
The next mentioning of the PO is on Dec. 7th, playing for the wedding of one
of its members:
"Wedding of Cleo Hingle - The PO furnished the music for the occasion in
honor of its leader, the groom. After the reception the young people betook
themselves to the pavilion of the P. O."
During Mardi Gras the citizens of Point a la Hache would usually go into
New Orleans for celebrations. In 1890 Robert Hingle and the PO tried to plan their
own Mardi Gras celebration. The paper announced a meeting with this in mind:
"Meeting to formulate Mardi Gras plans. The PO will lead the procession."
This plan was abandoned on Feb. 1st. No reason is given but I assume it was
from lack of interest in having a town Mardi Gras.
During the winter months most of the social activities seem to stop - due to
both the weather and the season of Lent. Each year, during the winter and Lent,
there is little mention of the bands of the parish. From the year 1890 through 1895,
each winter and Lenten season there is little mention of social affairs and of the
bands.
Activity for the band begins again as they prepare for a soiree dansante on
Easter night:
"The PO is preparing to give a 'soiree dansante' on Easter night. No printed
invitations will be issued, and all the friends of this poplar band are invited to
attend.
Refreshments, consisting of ice cream, lemonade, cakes, etc., will be sold for
the benefit of the Orchestra. All who attend are promised an enjoyable evening.
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They have purchased a large yawl (boat) which will be placed at the disposal
of their friends residing on the opposite side of the river who may wish to attend
their entertainments. This yawl will be in the hands of reliable parties."
The band continues to play at St. Thomas most every Sunday:
"The PO will play at St. Thomas Church tomorrow - March 'd'entre and La
Sartie -and will render an andante selection at the Offertory."
The Lenten season over, the PO begins their weekly sociables and continue to
receive Robert Hingle's cooperation with stories in the weekly paper, the Protector:
"The PO gives a grand ball on Sat. next, April 26th. A glorious time is
promised to all who attend."
There was a good crowd on hand for the ball and the PO began a very active
season during the Spring/Summer of 1890:
"The PO started the ball a-rolling last Sunday with a very large crowd at its
pavilion who seemed to have enjoyed themselves immensely. A throng of fully 200
persons attended the first soiree of the PO last Sunday night to listen to the
charming music of this deservedly popular orchestra."
Each week there is an article telling of the weekly social of the PO and
encouraging attendance at these affairs:
"The PO will discourse new music to the delight of their pavilion. Come with
the little folks and enjoy the music."
Editor Robert Hingle, in the May 17th issue of the paper writes an editorial
to help the seemingly lagging attendance at the PO socials the editorial:
"There is a rumor that the PO will discontinue its Sunday entertainments.
This news will be heard with several regrets by everybody in Point a la Hache. Last
Sunday the throng at the pavilion was larger than it has ever been. This resort has
become the only place of amusement in our town, where a delightful evening can be
pleasantly spend. should it be closed this early in the season, our young people will
find their Sunday evenings very lonely."
The editorial seemed to have worked as at their next sociable there were
close to 400 in attendance:
"The PO will give their regular Sunday sociable tomorrow afternoon.
Those entertainments afford a delightful pastime for young and old. It is in
fact, the only amusement we have here in Point a la Hache.
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The band has rehearsed lately. The verdict is unanimous that their music is
excellent.
Lovers of good music will not fail to visit the Pioneer Pavilion tomorrow
evening."
The Pioneer Orchestra continues their socials with great success. Again,
when the paper describes the attendance, it is at 400: 'Fully 400 persons were
present at the Pioneer sociable, last Sunday evening."
The PO is not mentioned from August 30, 1890 to Nov. 22, 1890. The band
remains relatively inactive during the winter months - the only mentioning is a
grand ball given in November (the 22nd):
"The PO has been reorganized. The boys practice every evening and play
very sweet music."
"The PO gives a grand ball tonight at their pavilion. They have invited
friends to attend and we feel confident that a pleasant time awaits those who will
visit the pavilion tonight."
After lent on March 29th, the PO pavilion reopens after a long winter closing
(7 months long):
"While the members of the PO have not practiced for some time it will
however, take but a few rehearsals to put them in good trim. Their friends can rest
assured that their music will be as sweet and enticing this year, as it has been
heretofore."
The need still present for entertainment in Point a la Hache, the new season
is supported by the townsfolk:
"The young folks enjoyed themselves to their hearts content at the PO
pavilion last Sunday evening. The pavilion was beautifully illuminated and the vast
throng in attendance presented a lively picture. The PO furnished the music. The
boys are somewhat out of practice but a few rehearsals will put them in good trim
again. The pavilion will be open every Sunday afternoon."
People from other areas attended these PO socials, some from as far away as
New Orleans:
"New Orleans - the Gulf Railroad excursions to the PO pavilion in Point a la
Hache."
The paper continues to give space to the Pioneer Orchestra and their weekly
socials:
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"Our young folks enjoy themselves at the Pioneer Orchestra's Pavilion every
Sunday evening."
The PO, during this portion of their existence not only had difficulty as to
lack of practice but some of their old embers moved to New Orleans. Playing for an
excursion the band was short of members and practice as Robert Hingle states in his
write-ups:
"The PO will furnish music for the excursion of the Sons of Plaquemines
Parish Club tomorrow. The boys are somewhat out of practice, and have lost 4
members who are now residents of New Orleans but they have mustered up new
members and will do the best they can under the circumstances."
The band again begins to receive other jobs as other pavilions were built:
"Grand ball at Mevers Hall. The PO will furnish the music on Saturday,
August 1st."
"Members of the PO have been rehearsing every afternoon this week and
will furnish excellent music at the ball tonight."
The Parish's new court house was near completion and the Pioneer
Orchestra was engaged to play for the ceremonies:
"The PO have received a new batch of music books and are rehearsing for
the inauguration of the new court house."
"Celebration of the new court house - the PO will furnish the music."
The inauguration of the new court house ceremonies is described in the
paper along with the names of the new membership of the PO:
"The PO composed of Messrs. C. Hingle, leader, H. A. Martin, Roger Hingle,
A. LaFrance Jr., Harris and Zach Fontenelle, C. Latigne and Walter Hingle . . .
playing a lively step, marched toward the court house, the crowd trailing behind in
procession."
On October 31, 1891, the anti-lottery Democrats had a meeting. The PO
furnished the music (this political element of the PO is probably influenced by
Robert Hingle, one of the most ardent Democrats in Plaquemines Parish):
"The PO, a local organization of Point a la Hache and whose members are a
unit against the lottery furnished the music."
Again with political overtones, the PO plays for the ceremony and speech of
elected governor Murphy J. Foster:
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"The PO will furnish the music for the speeches next Sunday. A string band
from New Orleans will furnish the music for the ball."
The PO continues to be very active, playing for fairs in St. Bernard Parish
(on May 24th & 25th) and for a fair on Cheniere Caminade, the summer resort near
Grand Isle for a school house benefit. They play for an excursion to New Orleans
for the St. Bernard Brass Band but still find time to continue their Sunday socials.
One night is mentioned - June 15th, there were 400 in attendance at their pavilion.
The sociable scheduled for August 30th is canceled due to the death of Leon
Martin, an honorary member. The band is in a state of reorganizations as Mr. A. J.
Badeaux the clarinet player needs to be replaced as he moves to New Orleans. Mr.
Badeaux was the publisher of the Protector, which he sells at this time.
The social life in the settlement of Plaquemines is similar to that of New
Orleans and indeed the citizens of Point a la Hache participate in New Orleans
social activities. Robert Hingle, although the letter below is signed incognito, being
the good musicians he was, took the opportunity to compare the music of a New
Orleans band and the local PO:
" Compliment Mr. Ernest Buhler for his wise and competent judgment
shown in selecting so splendid an orchestral band. The band from New Orleans that
discorded sweet strains of music was fair but not equal in the performance of their
several parts as our boys of the PO."
While the prejudice is clear this write-up at least tells us that in the opinion
of the writer (who I believe is Robert Hingle), the musicianship of the PO was at
least equal to New Orleans musicians.
The PO remained a favorite of the local populace and was hired for the many
balls given by other individuals such as the soiree dansante by Luc Hingle in his new
large and commodious Pavilion:
"The young people will be pleased to hear that the PO whose lively
entrancing music cannot be surpassed has consented to furnish the music for the
ball."
On June 18th, the Pioneer Orchestra played for another soiree:
"There will be given a soiree dansante at Mrs. Victor Barberot's residence
tonight. The PO has been engaged to furnish the music for the occasion."
Luc Hingle gives another ball at his pavilion which the PO again plays:
"A grand ball will be given by Mr. Luc Hingle at his pavilion next Saturday.
The PO will furnish the music and the young folks can expect plenty of fun."
Between Oct. 24th and April 15th, the PO is not heard from. There are no
articles in the paper. No reason is given for the 6 1/2 month layoff. Theorizing, it
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was the weather in the winter months and the Lenten season. On April 15th, a
picnic is planned and the PO consents to play for it:
"A grand picnic will be given by a number of ladies and gentlemen of Point a
la Hache at a day not far distant. The PO who have not been heard for many
months have once more brushed aside the dust from their horns and will rehearse
for the occasion. A quartette of string instruments organized for the picnic will
furnish the music for dancing."
The picnic is again mentioned in the next issue of the paper"
"Meeting to decide on picnic. PO and string band have volunteered their
services."
The PO begins rehearsals again on May 10, 1893. It is stated in the paper
that it is the first rehearsal in a year and that the PO had not been heard in public
since the Foster inauguration. The Foster inauguration was on May 7, 1892.
Actually the band was non-active for only 6 1/2 months from Oct. 24th to April
15th:
"The PO rehearsed last Wednesday for the first time in a year. This band
played at the Foster inauguration ball and since that day, it has never been heard in
public.
The instruments are in very good order, having been in service only a short
time and we are happy to announce that the members have decided to practice
regularly in the future, and keep up this musical organization which has become a
necessity to our town. The PO will play at the picnic tomorrow and will enliven the
occasion with sweet strains of popular music."
The picnic was enjoyed by all, was well attended and the music was briefly
described in the paper: "The sweet strains were discoursed by the PO assisted by
the Chaussier Band."
In reading the paper which includes the activities of the town, there seems to
be a trend toward string bands and not brass bands for the picnics and social
affairs. From May 13th to July 4th, the PO is not mentioned playing for any affairs,
only string bands and those are mostly from New Orleans. The PO does play for a
birthday party for Josephine and Lucy Hingle on July 4th (mentioned below). The
local string band under Prof. Chaussier moves to New Orleans and makes it his
future home, probably because of the availability of work for good string bands.
Another mention of the PO, in 1893, is on July 4th. It is noted that the PO
would furnish music for a birthday party:
"Birthday party for Josephine and Lucy Hingle - PO furnished the music."
The PO is also mentioned as it plays for a baseball game, the new rage in the
country:
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"Baseball game - the PO will be on the grounds and discourse music during
the progress of the game."
The paper continues to help the band with publicity. It gives the activities of
the band in its pages:
"The progress made by the Pioneer Band is more than encouraging. (This
mentioning is the first time the group is referred to as the Pioneer Band and not
Orchestra.) They will furnish delightful music at the fair. The band may play at
church tomorrow and, without flattering them, those who attend will enjoy a
genuine treat."
Indeed the band did play at St. Thomas and the paper gave credit to the
band for its performance:
"The Pioneer Band attended mass last Sunday at St. Thomas Catholic
Church and discoursed several selections of sacred music. The band played
admirably well and received the congratulations of a large number of the
congregation. They are having daily rehearsals for the fair."
The St. Thomas fair attracted both the Pioneer Band and the St. Bernard
Brass Band. The fair was held on May 20th and both bands would furnish music:
"The St. Bernard Brass Band and the Pioneer Band will furnish music
tomorrow at the fair. The music stand is a 'chef d'ouvre' and reflects credit on Mr.
A. Andignac, who made the plan. The services of both bands will be gratuitous.
They are entitled to the heart felt thanks of our community."
The paper, the Protector, was the sponsor for the local baseball team and the
Pioneer Band again played for the game:
"The Protector Baseball Club will visit Home Place for a baseball game. The
Pioneer Band will accompany the club and will discourse music on the grounds
during the progress of the game."
This close relationship of the Protector, the baseball team and the Pioneer
Band is seen as they join forces to give a grand entertainment:
"The Protector baseball club and the Pioneer Band will give a grand
entertainment in the month of July probably Saturday the 14th to which all the
clubs of the parish will be invited to attend. We learn that the affair will be given 'on
a grand scale.' To use the words of a member of the band."
The Pioneer Band was also a social activity. Having played for the baseball
game at Home Place, the bad, after the game, serenaded local friends:
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"The Pioneer Band on the occasion of their recent visit to Home Place
serenaded Rev. Father Burgot and were extended a cordial welcome by the Father.
A fair for the benefit of the Home Place church will be given on Sunday, July 18th."
The paper contained still another article about the trip to Home Place by the
Pioneer Band:
"The Pioneer Baseball club accompanied by the Pioneer Band spent the day
with friends in Home Place last Sunday, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Giordano. The trip was made in buggies as far as Grand Prairie, where skiffs. to
cross the boys over (the Miss. River).
After the game - the clubs repaired to the residence of Mr. G. where an
impromptu concert was given in which the Misses Maria, Hortance and Louisa
Lassus, the Misses Trout, Messrs. H. O. Martin, Harry Humington accompanied by
the Pioneer Band took part."
The Home Place Baseball team, the next Saturday, journeyed to Point a la
Hache to play a return game with the Protector baseball club:
"The Red Seal Baseball Club of Home Place will be here this afternoon. The
Pioneer Band will furnish the music for the occasions."
The Pioneer Band played for the fair in Home Place on July 7th and
continued rehearsing for other engagements;:
"The Pioneer Band is now rehearsing a beautiful set of variations entitled
'The Southern Bells' composed by J. Schrenk of New Orleans. The music is very
pretty and entrancing and is published by Philip Weirlein, 135 Canal Street."
Two articles appeared in the July 28th issue of the paper about the Pioneer
Band:
"The Pioneer Band will attend an Ice Cream Party at Mrs. Arnold Cosse
tomorrow evening (Sunday) and will discourse sweet strains of music for the
guests."
"Musicale at Felix Hingle's house. The Pioneer Band must certainly be
congratulated on their playing. As an example of their proficiency we shall state
that a Lancer was executed ex-abrupto - without any previous practice as it was
composed before us on the same day by one of the most prominent musicians of this
parish.
The Pioneer Band members include Octave Hingle-alto, Emmet Hingle-alto,
music director-Robert Hingle, esq."
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From July 4th until Feb. 25, 1894, the PO is not mentioned, a period of more
than 8 months. On Oct. 1, 1893, there had been a devastating hurricane that had
leveled Point a la Hache. The PO is finally heard from again playing for mass at St.
Thomas:
"High mass will be sung by the choir and the PO will discourse appropriate
selections during service."
The PO keeps a low profile until its appearance on April 24th at the
Protector's office:
"Last Tuesday afternoon the PO serenaded the Protector. We had not heard
this popular band for a long time and were surprised to hear such excellent music
considering the fact that the members of the band have had no practice for many a
day. The band now practices every afternoon and are getting ready for the fair, on
which occasion they will furnish the music free of charge. The necessity of securing
the services of a band from the city at an enormous expense (the city - meaning New
Orleans), will thus be obviated.
We give the name of the members of the band and their instruments;
Hamilton Martin-cornet, Zach Fontenelle-cornet, Cleophas Hingle-clarinet, Walter
Hingle-piccolo, Roger Hingle-baritone, Emmet Hingle-alto, Stanley Hingle-alto, A.
LaFrance-tuba, Octave Hingle-bass drum, and L. Hingle-snare drum"
The Pioneer Band continued rehearsing new music. This music had a more
modern ring to it and it seems as if the Pioneer Band was trying to progress to a
more modern style and repertoire and to keep up with the new music that was being
heard about the country:
"The Pioneer Band, at its rehearsal yesterday rendered, for the first time,
the "Picayune Polka" and the "Times Democrat March."
The former piece was played by the West End Band last Sunday for the first
time. The melodies of these two pieces is very pretty and catching.
The members of the Pioneer Band are up with the times and last Sunday
delighted a large number of their friends with choice selections at the residence of
Mrs. A. Cosse."
The band, during its last months, did little playing and did not receive
invitations to many affairs, perhaps due to the lack of activity around Point a la
Hache or to the popularity of new sounding popular style bands. It did play for a
birthday party:
"The Pioneer Band, the members of whom appreciate that they were once
young folks themselves and are always pleased to afford frolic and fun for the little
folks, attended the party and furnished the music (Birthday party of Bertha Hingle
and Emmet Barry)."
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One of the last appearances of the Pioneer Band was at a wedding of its tuba
player, Mr. Anthony LaFrance Jr.:
"Mr. Anthony LaFrance Jr. joins the ranks of Benedicts and will lead to the
altar Miss Anna Hingle. The ceremony at St. Thomas, Father Colle to marry them.
The Pioneer Band of which Mr. LaFrance has been a member from its organization
will be present and discourse appropriate selections during the marriage
ceremony."
No mention of the Pioneer Band had appeared since Sept. 8, 1894 until the
above mentioning, a time of 9 months. Very little about music is mentioned in that
span of time. Other brass bands (St. Sophie) and string bands from New Orleans
are mentioned during this time (including the Fortier String Band, the Mermaid
Club of New Orleans and the Manhattan Orchestra led by A. Chaussier). The last
mention of the Pioneer Band is on June 22, 1895 and the item really doesn't name a
band but a lack of one:
"It is said that a baseball club, a brass band and pretty girls are necessary
adjuncts to a lively and progressive town. If such the case, Point a la Hache is
neither progressive nor lively for the reason that while it has many lovely girls,
there is here no baseball club and our band (the Pioneer Band) has ceased to play."
Thus ends the history of the Pioneer Orchestra/Band. In the future there will
be other musical groups to fill the gap left by the cessation of the Pioneer Band of
Point a la Hache, but some time will elapse before another brass band will be
formed. This gap is filled by Robert Hingle with smaller ensembles.
Quintette Orchestra
Robert Hingle realizes that some kind of musical ensemble was needed in the
town and also probably realized that he needed some sort of group to play in or lead
to fulfill his passion for music. On Oct. 22, 1897, two years and 4 months after the
last mention of the PO, there is mention of an ensemble called the Quintette
Orchestra. While Robert, very much involved in his own businesses and especially
in the duties of Parish Judge, offers to help with this new group. There are three
entries in the paper about this group:
"Members of St. Thomas choir and those of the Quintette Orchestra are
requested to meet at the church this afternoon at 3 PM for rehearsal, the latter will
play several appropriate selections tomorrow during high mass."
"Quintette Orchestra - R. E. Hingle-mandolin, Roger Hingle-cornet, Walter
Hingle-flute, Mrs. P. E. Barry-organ. The music was arranged and the orchestra
conducted by Judge Robert Hingle, who volunteered his services for the evening."
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"Birthday entertainment orchestra - Grenders Overture, Alma Hinglepiano, Louis Lapotaire-violin, Roger Hingle-cornet, Walter Hingle-piccolo, Emmet
Hingle-mandolin."
The Quintette Orchestra was mostly a home group with members coming
from the same family circle of friends, change in personnel depending on the time
and circumstance, Louis Lapotaire, the violinist, was a close friend of the family and
was active in the musical community. Many small stories in the paper tell of
activities that used bands either from New Orleans or other surrounding towns
during this time span (1897). Robert Hingle no longer could take the time to lead or
play in brass bands or ensembles and, there was no one with the leadership that
asserted himself. On Dec. 18, 1897, a cyclone hits Point a la Hache leveling many of
the buildings in the town. St. Thomas Church is leveled which meant even the music
heard in the church was not available. An amusing article appeared in the paper
which further exemplified the need for a organized local musical group:
"The young men of our town gave a hop last Saturday night. The merriment
would have been greater had not the musical instruments collapsed after a few
dances had been played and danced. The longated neck of the guitar was
accidentally broken rendering it useless and the accordion being inflated to an
abnormal limit, simply burst. Fortunately a mouth harmonica was procured and
made to supply the place of the wrecked instruments."
This dance was a far cry from the elaborately staged dances of both the
SSBB and the PO. There is mention of a local band of music that surprised Mr. A.
LaFrance on his birthday but it probably was an impromptu ensemble just
gathered for the occasion:
"Mr. Anthony LaFrance, 32nd birthday - surprised by friends headed by our
local band of music."
Home Circle Orchestra
Robert Hingle did not give up music completely. He still trained local
musicians, even though he must have been very busy as the parish judge, as a
lawyer and his other businesses.' There is a new ensemble that Robert Hingle had
been training for months - the Home Circle Orchestra, made up of close friends of
the family and His pupils. Just as the old bands did, a smaller scale lawn party and
ball was planned to buy instruments and equipment, deeming it necessary to have a
fund raiser:
"The Home Circle Orchestra, whose delightful music has been often
heard by the people of Pt. a la Hache will give a grand ball next
Saturday, the 14th, the object of the entertainment is to amass a
sufficient sum to purchase a cornet, flute, etc. for the orchestra whose
members play in all our soirees and at church, free of charge
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whenever their services are required. As the band has become an
indispensable adjunct to our town, we hope that not only our home
people but others in the parish who can always depend on the boys,
will respond generously to their invitation and make their
entertainment a success."
May 7, 1898
As per custom, the results of the grand ball was found in the local paper with
a complimentary write-up:
"The ball and lawn fete of the Home Circle Orchestra (HCO) last
Saturday night given on the grounds of Hon. Robert Hingle was a
great success....several large rooms had been set aside for over a 100
dancers who kept time to the splendid music of the HCO. The
orchestra, which has been trained for months by Hon. Robert Hingle
at home, is composed of: Messrs. L. Lapatoire-violin, Roger Hinglecornet, Walter Hingle-flute, Miss Alma Hingle-piano, who was ably
assisted by that accomplished musician Mrs. P.E. Barry, Hon. Robert
Hingle and Mr. Emile Dupont. The music was delightful, the time
perfect and even the old married men present felt young enough to
join the saltatic rhythm with the melody."
May 21, 1898
The only other mentioning of the HCO is on Dec. 31, 1898 when the paper
tells of a Home Circle Hall and a grand ball to be given there. It is presumed that
the group did play for local parties but did not receive the recognition that other
Robert Hingle groups usually had.
Other small ensembles were heard from in Pt. a la Hache. The Oso String
Band is mentioned in the paper:
"The Oso String Band has jumped into popularity in our town and
their music we are told, is quite entertaining. They play on Sunday at
ice cream parties and the young folk praise the playing of the
members very much."
Oct. 1, 1898
Two Bands From Point A La Hache
Plaquemines Pride Brass Band
(Dec. 23, 1899 to June 15, 1901)
In December 1899, there surfaced in Point Al La Hache, Louisiana, a revival
of the town brass band. It had been from June 22, 1895 that the community had
possessed its own brass band. There were neighboring communities (both Black and
White) that did have bands but not in the musical circle that revolved around
Robert Hingle and his friends. There was still, even in the early beginnings of the
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ragtime era, a need for brass bands. This new band, although it contained some of
the same players as the Pioneer Band, would be a more modern sounding band,
with a newer repertoire, even to the point of playing ragtime music. The first
mention of the new group is in the Plaquemines Protector of December 23, 1899:
"A surprise party, being a rarity here, is always enjoyed with much relish
and so it was last Monday night when a large and merry gathering of friends,
headed by the Plaquemines Parish Brass Band, mingled shouts of laughter with
sweet strains to rouse from his slumber that popular young man Tillou
Fontenelle...."
The newly formed brass band is encouraged by a write-up in the protector,
complimenting the progress made by the new band and how hard they are working:
"Our brass band (PPBB) has made rapid progress lately and are now
playing 9 pieces of music. The boys practice every afternoon and in a few months
will be fairly good musicians."
The band, being a new band, seemed to have solved the problem of securing
instruments, perhaps using some of the older instruments from the previous bands.
The paper is very flattering to the band about their status in the community, a
community that had grown accustomed to possessing a brass band to represent
their town:
"The band now owes not a cent, have bought a new tenor, thus completing
the number of instruments required and are now prepared to furnish music
whenever and wherever required in the parish.
A musical organization composed of good young men in the life of the
community in which it is established and should be encouraged, not only the boys
are instructed in music and of material assistance to charitable and other
entertainments, but it is a more profitable and honorable pastime then the card
table.
The Protector congratulates our home boys and hope to see the organization
prosper as it deserves. The band will play at church tomorrow."
This new brass band also played in the style of the times - ragtime:
"The PPBB is doing wonderful work these nights and the surrounding
atmosphere fairly sizzles with the warmth of its irresistible 'ragtime' melodies.
Several new members have enlisted, among them, Cleophas Hingle, a
cornetist of some ability, while the services of a crack snare drum player are
anticipated."
From the above write-up the fact is noted that brass bands in the country, at
the turn of the century, were playing ragtime music. If they were playing ragtime in
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the country you can be sure that they were playing the same popular music in the
city.
As with the older bands the PPBB also takes an active part in the services at
St. Thomas Catholic church and prepares music for a performance at Sunday Mass:
"The PPBB are doing earnest work, having learned the entire mass, which
they intend to discourse on Sunday, the 18th."
The band did play for church that Sunday and the results are given in the
paper the following week:
"The band rendered instrumental selections at mass last Sunday which were
a treat to all. The fact that a band is called upon to take the place of a choir should
put to shame each and everyone of our young ladies and gentlemen possessing vocal
talent and we are sure the latter is promiscuously abundant here. Why not organize
at once and thereby help to make attendance at mass more pleasant."
The band continues to play in church each Sunday while a choir is being
organized to sing at Sunday mass:
"The brass band (PPBB) will play at high mass tomorrow. During the
distribution of the psalms, the band will render 'Les Ramaux' by Faure."
The band was prevented from playing at church as stated above on that
particular Sunday because of the bad weather, a frequent occurrence in
Plaquemines Parish:
"The band did not play at church last Sunday owing to the inclemency of the
weather.
If you wish to hear good music, both local and instrumental, attend high
mass at the St. Thomas Church tomorrow. Easter Sunday. Excellent vocal talent
will render such sacred hymns as 'Ave Maria' and 'Les Ramaux' while the band will
be in attendance, its usual harmonious strains."
The choir that sang on Easter Sunday must have been a special one,
especially formed and rehearsed for Easter Sunday, as the next Sunday, when the
band plays, there is no choir:
"Band plays at church . . . although there was no choir . . . music was
however supplied by our local band, which played various sacred selections,
beautifully."
While the custom of funeral music and processions in the country differ some
from New Orleans (the country cemetery is usually very close to the church) the
bands did play for many different types of religious processions. The PPBB is
mentioned playing for the procession on All Saints Day:
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"All Saints Day - A procession was formed from the church: the band
rendering the funeral march in excellent style."
The choir's re-organized at St. Thomas and there is mention of its singing at
mass. An article gives the names of the choir members. There is no more mention of
the PPBB playing at church until it takes part in a special church celebration. The
article mentions that it is the last of a series, meaning the band played for a number
of weeks for church services. The PPBB had not been mentioned in the paper for
seven months before this entry appears and is not mentioned again:
"Tomorrow will end the series of jubilee processions at the St. Thomas
Church and the event will be marked by a very impressive ceremony. The
procession will be headed by the PPBB and sacred music will add to the earnestness
of the prayers of those seeking the indulgence of the Holy Spirit."
During its existence the PPBB was an active band, playing for many types of
community activities in and around the town. One such activity was playing for
baseball games. There appears a list of the names of players on the baseball team
called the Plaquemines Pride Baseball Club and the Point a la Hache Baseball Club.
Members of both teams were musicians of note. The paper has given no complete
list of the members of the PPBB but included on the baseball list are a number of
names of men that played in the Pioneer Band and would play in future brass
bands. It is assumed that they also played in the PPBB. The names:
"E. Gravolet, Z. Fontenelle, Walter Hingle, Roger Hingle, Luc Hingle,
Emmet Hingle, P. Vinet, A. Johnson, S. Cosse, P. 'Bob' Ragas, A. Martin, T.
Fontenelle, Aristide Martin, Frank Dolese, V. Martin, D. Morlier, and Ed. Barry."
The band played as athletes and as musicians. When they were not playing as
active baseball players they were furnishing the music for the other teams.:
"Baseball game: PPBB discoursed sweet strains to the relish of all present."
The PPBB became involved in playing for a number of political functions.
One such activity of a political nature is mentioned in the paper:
"The boys (PPBB) have been asked to play at the Democratic Convention to
be held on Saturday the 24th., and have proudly accepted."
The usual follow up article telling of the playing appears in the next issue of
the paper:
"Our local brass band furnished the music at the convention last Saturday
and assisted in a great measure to enliven the proceedings and make everybody feel
happy. Hon. George E. Mann, whose heart is larger than his body, started a
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collection for the band and a snug sum was amassed for which the boys tender him
heartfelt thanks."
The band received donations from other politicians. They always publicly
give credit to the generous benefactors in the paper:
"The members of our brass band request us to extend heartfelt thanks to the
following gentlemen for their generous contributions to wit: Hon: T. S. Wilkinson
$5.00, Hon. S. Leopold $5.00, Hon. A. P. Alberti $5.00."
The previously named gentlemen made donations during the week and the
paper gives thanks in the name of the PPBB. The paper lists all of the contributions,
especially those made by political figures:
"Our popular District Attorney Albert Estopinal Jr. visited our sanctum on
Tuesday, and en passant, handed the editor $5.00 - his contribution to our local
band. The band met Tuesday night and requested the Protector to extend thanks to
their genial friend whose kind remembrance they will ever gratefully cherish."
The paper, a strong friend of the Democrats, mentions each political function
the band participates in:
"Democratic meeting - last Sunday. The band (PPBB) played excellent
music. After the meeting the young folks enjoyed themselves in dancing."
"The Democrats held two mass meetings at Buras and Home Place . . Our
local band furnished the music on both occasions and the boys acquitted themselves
most creditably."
"The Democratic rally . . .Here a procession was formed, Gen. Meyer, H. J.
Dymond and T. S. Wilkinson, leading with the band following."
While the times seemed to call for string bands at dances, the PPBB did get
their share of dances, soirees, etc.:
"The social event of the season will be a grand joltication ball to be given at
the residence of Mr. Frank Giordano of Home Place. The affair will be strictly
complimentary and invitations will be issued in a few days. A spacious pavilion is
being constructed for the occasion and the event bids fair to eclipse all social
gatherings of this sort. The PPBB and the Home Place Orchestra will discourse the
music for the occasion."
Social activities in the early 1900's were quite different than today. There
were many more outdoor activities backed up by live music. One very interesting
activity was the creating of 'living pictures,' much the same as the Laguna Beach,
California, 'Pageant of the Masters.' Music was provided by the PPBB:
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"Animated or living picture exhibition last Tuesday night at the court-house
. . After the show, dancing was the feature till a late hour. The PPBB furnished the
music."
When one of the Hingles gave a dance it was usually the brass band that
furnished the live music: "Soiree at L. Hingle. The brass band will be in
attendance."
Point A La Hache Brass Band (White)
The last entry of the PPBB was on June 15, 1901. The paper mentions the
presence of a number of other musical groups but it is not until May 16, 1903 that
another brass band is prominently mentioned in Point a la Hache. The history of the
beginning of this band, called the Point a la Hache Brass Band, is very interesting as
the paper is the perpetuator of the band. It begins the campaign for a new brass
band with an editorial on how much a brass band is needed. This editorial appears
on May 16, 1803 and one can almost hear Judge Robert Hingle reciting the editorial
in person. He must have been the directing force behind the forming of this new
band. In the paper, for the next few months we will see how a brass band in the
early 20th Century is formulated. The editorial:
"A quiet rumor is in circulation among the young people of our town
regarding the organization of a brass band and the erection of a dancing pavilion,
conducted along the same lines as the pioneer orchestra, which a few years back was
a very popular institution here. It would be insulting to the intelligence of our young
men to say the movement will not succeed, because we are satisfied it will. Not only
should the younger elements take hold of the matter, but it is the duty of the heads
of families to encourage any move that would have for its object the social
advancement of the youth of our town and at the same time provide an innocent and
healthful pastime at a very small, if any, expense. The necessity for a brass band in
Point a la Hache is apparent to all. Such a musical organization is the very life and
soul of any community, and invariably gets the support and good will of every one.
Aside from the fact that the boys are instructed in music, and freely lend their aid to
charitable and other entertainment, it is a more profitable and honorable
distraction than gambling, in which direction, slowly but surely, our young men are
bound to drift, in the absence of other opportunities to while away their idle time (a
good reason, indeed, why parents should encourage the boys). The first outlay
would be small, considering the manifold benefits the band once established could
be made entirely self supporting by the sale of refreshments on Saturday and
Sunday evenings, for which a nominal price could be charged.
So come forward boys. Don't be a laggard or stand in your own light by
keeping in the rear ranks. Let us once more have the Pioneer Orchestra in our
midst, with the same amusement and sociability it provided a few years ago.
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We feel satisfied that the same public spirited gentlemen who so generously
gave both their time and talent to all our former musical organizations will do the
same again."
The paper continues the crusade to motivate the town's people to form a
town brass band. The next issue contains another editorial supporting the band:
"A town without some sort of musical organization can be ranked with a
grave yard. There is nothing in this world that enlivens a community like 'sweet
music in the air' yet Point a la Hache, which once could boast of having the finest
orchestra in this parish has been minus a brass band for several years, but it affords
no small pleasure to know that our young men have at Last decided to organize one
and a meeting to that effect was held Wednesday evening and proper steps taken
The Protector is heart and soul for a brass band and will do all in its power
to help the boys. It will require only one hundred and some odd dollars to purchase
the necessary instruments which amount can be easily raised by popular
subscription. Therefore in the interest of our boys, our community and our parish
we call upon the generous public of the Parish of Plaquemines to come to their aid
in this praiseworthy endeavor. We have been requested by the boys to open in our
columns a subscription list and would ask all our friends to send their mite as does
the protector which head the list. Protector - $10.00."
During the next month (June 13 to July 18) the paper publishes a list of
donors of money for the new Point a la Hache Brass Band. Most of the leading
citizens of the city donate $1.00 to $10.00. From the amount given in the paper the
total was $200.75.
Each subscription list is prefixed by a short paragraph praising the
contributors. Every donor has his or her name printed in the paper with the amount
given:
"The subscription list for the purpose of buying instruments for the Point a
la Hache Brass Band is swelling up every day, but as yet not enough has been
contributed, so let every one who can, help the boys.
The instruments that will be purchased belong to no individual one but will
be the property of the parish, and it is also understood that the band will furnish
music gratuitously at all charitable entertainments given in the parish.
"By glancing over the subscription list of the Point a la Hache Brass Band
which appears elsewhere in our columns, we noticed that the names of a good many
of our friends have as yet not been inscribed thereon. Only a few dollars more are
needed and the list will remain open but for a short while yet, therefore those who
are desirous of helping the boys should send in their mites as early as possible."
The last mention of donations is on July 18th as the paper 'acknowledges
receipt of $2.50 from Rev. McKenna of Jesuit Bend for the Point a la Hache Brass
Band." The band, having more than enough money to secure instruments meets and
forms the band. The paper list the members of the band as follows:
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"Roger Hingle and H. O. Martin-Eb cornets, Tillous Fontenelle, Felix Ragas
-Bb cornets, Luke Hingle, Whitney Morlier, Isaac Hingle-altos, Dudley Morlier, Leo
Ragas-tenors, Walter Hingle-baritone, Albert Andignac-Bb bass, Thomas Martin,
Howard Cavalier-drums, Mr. F. S. Hingle-President, Paul Hingle-Sec/Treas., H. O.
Martin- leader."
The instruments were purchased yesterday and will arrive next week. In our
next issue we will state how much the instruments cost."
This list with the instruments listed, is a good example of what the
instrumentation of a brass band consisted of at the turn of the Century.
Unfortunately the cost of the instruments does not appear in the next issue.
With their instruments on hand the band precedes to rehearse and the paper
continuing to publicize the band:
"The Point a la Hache Brass Band began rehearsing on Tuesday evening and
ever since then a continual 'toot toot' has been head in our town."
The band continues to rehearse. The paper takes note of this and in its
continued publicity of the band states:
"citing progress and learning three or four pieces in a nice manner."
Serenades were a popular form of expressing thanks by a musical
organization. The Point a la Hache Brass Band was no exception. Once they
rehearsed and prepared a repertoire they proceeded to serenade some leading
citizens of Point a la Hache:
"Last Sunday morning the Point a la Hache Brass Band accompanied by the
many friends of the esteemed and honored judge (Robt. Hingle) serenaded and
welcomed him back in our midst, evidencing the high estimation held for him by
our community."
"Last Friday night the Point a la Hache Brass Band accompanied by the
many friends of Mrs. Anthony laFrance Jr., the estimable lady of our popular
publisher, were tendered quite an unexpected serenade in honor of her birthday
anniversary."
The band was soon playing for dances, soirees and parties. The paper covers
each performance of the band and an item appears in the paper:
"Soiree given last Tuesday by Mr. and Mrs. F .Hingle - the principle features
of the entertainment - more singing and sweet music, and the Point a la Hache Brass
Band which was in attendance greatly helped in enlivening the occasion."
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"A grand ball will be given at the residence of P. H. Hingle tonight, gumbo, a
la Creole and refreshments will be served to those attending. Music for the occasion
will be furnished by the Point a la Hache Brass Band and the Ping Pong Orchestra
which has for its lead the talented young violinist Mr. Willie Rages."
In the December 9th issue of the paper a meeting is called of the band:
"A meeting of the members of the Point a la Hache Brass Band will be held
in the old St. Martin store tomorrow (Sunday) and the members are earnestly
requested to attend."
This is the last entry about the band given in the paper until three years and
5 months later. During this time, on June 12, 1904, the driving force of music in the
parish, Judge Robert Hingle, dies.
"As if by divine providence, while high mass was in progress, Robert Hingle
is called by divine order to his final reward. It is June 18, 1904, approx. 10:15 a.m.,
about the time the choir normally sings the recessional hymn to end high mass at St.
Thomas, not knowing they were singing their faithful comrade into his final chorus
of life. The funeral of Robert Hingle was the largest ever seen in Plaquemines
Parish; for Robert Hingle, the driving force behind music at St. Thomas and
Plaquemines Parish, had played his final chorus on earth."
Repertoire
Many early cakewalk were also notated as two steps. This group include:
Rastus on Parade (1895), Shuffling Jasper ( 1897), Mississippi Rag (1897), often
called the first rag but actually a cakewalk, A Warm Reception (1899) and many
others.
Early two steps: Cadet Two Step (1894), Philo Senate March (1896), The
Cake Winner (1897) and many others. The era of the two step begins in earnest
around the turn of the 20th century reaching a zenith around 1910 to 1913. This
overlaps the popularity of the fox trot which becomes the most popular dance of the
jazz age.
The earliest mention of fox trots are: Alabama Blossom (1899), Sanegambian
(1899), Soldiers Blood (1899). My Hindoo Man (1905), and Get Together (1905), The
era of the fox trot seems to begin around 1912 and continuing through the jazz era
of the 1920s.
The styles/forms of the cakewalk, ragtime and the two step are all based on
the march form and rhythm. The two step was closest to the march and at first did
not include syncopation and used the meter of 6/8 and 2/4. The cakewalk/ragtime
used the 2/4 meter using syncopation. They all evolved into the music of the fox trot,
which included syncopation but not the 6/8 meter. Its most popular meter was 4/4.
The march form and style can be found in the literature of early jazz. One
example: “War Cloud” (1919) of the ODJB (see page 146) the trio is in reality the
trio of a march. The performance of the trio is the difference. Compare the
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recording of the ODJB with the later recording of the Wolverines with Bix. The
musical structure of the fox trot uses the form of both the march form and song
form - (introduction/16 measure verse/ 16 measure chorus).
An examination of the music of the two step from 1894 to 1914 will be given
below. All can be classified as marches but the use of the cakewalk figure and
syncopation are seen (of course the cakewalk rhythm is not in the 6/8 march/two
step).
Ex. 151 - Washington Two Step - 1874 - Edward Holst
This is a typical march in 6/8 containing no syncopation. Written before the
cakewalk era and ragtime it was typical of the marches of the late 19th century and
was used for dancing during this era. The title does show the relationship between
the march and the two step which was to develop into a popular style of dance
music.
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Ex. 152 - The Magazine Two Step - 1895 - Henry Field
Another example of the marriage of the march and the two step. It is in 6/8
meter and is one of many such pieces of music being published as a two step/march.
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Ex. 153 - The “Broadway” Two Step - 1895 - Theo. F. Morse
Being in the traditional 6/8 meter but surprisingly the middle section changes
into a ¾ waltz meter. The ¾ feeling begins 12 measures before the middle section
begins. The trio returns to the 6/8 meter until the end. There is a D. C which ends
after the ¾ section is repeated. A very interesting piece of music, especially as it is
marked a two step.
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Ex. 154 - The Derby Two-Step - 1898 - William Carkeek
Marked a two step it is in 6/8 and has a picture of a horse jockey on the cover
along with a racing scene surrounded by a horseshoe. Since 1894 the march and two
step continue to be associated.
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Ex. 155 - Give Cinda the Cake - 1898 - Theo Metz
The cakewalk is beginning to get popular and while the covers calls this piece
a march and two step, it uses the cakewalk rhythm throughout. The cakewalk was
influenced by the march and its steady tempo, and we will find many two
step/marches that in reality are cakewalks, using the cakewalk rhythm throughout
or in individual sections of a two step piece.
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Ex. 156 - Manila Belle - 1899 - George Wenzel
Written during the zenith of the cakewalk’s popularity it is marked a march
and two step. It uses the cakewalk rhythm extensively and every section of the piece
we find the use of the cakewalk rhythm. Perhaps it is taking advantage of the
popularity of the cakewalk and we have seen how titles are used ambiguously in
many of the popular songs of the era.
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Ex. 157 - The Tale of the Kangaroo -1900 - Gustav Luders
Written for the show “The Burgemaster” the piece is in 2/4 meter the
cakewalk rhythm is used sparingly in the first few section. It is used extensively in
the trio and the trio is a small cakewalk section. Again we see a piece marked march
and two step that uses the rhythm of the cakewalk.
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Ex. 158 - Dreamy Eyes - 1902 - J. Bodewalt Lamp
This piece, marked Characteristic march and two step, again we find the use
of the cakewalk rhythm in section one and three. Section two and four are march
style, section two repeated in a new key as section four. Lamp was the composer of
the famous “Creole Belles” one of the most popular cakewalks of the era.
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Ex. 159 - A Line of Rags - 1903 - D. Haworth
In the title we would think it is a piece of ragtime; in the subtitle we would
think it a march and two step; examining the music we discover that it is a
cakewalk. Every section uses the rhythm in 12 of its 16 measures. There are five
section all use the cakewalk rhythm very extensively, more so then any cakewalk
examined.
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Ex. 160 - Heaven’s Artillery March - 1904 - Harry Lincoln
In 2/4 meter and subtitled a two step, the introduction and the first section
are in march style. Section two is in cakewalk rhythm. The trio again uses march
style as does the next few sections. It ends with the cakewalk rhythm again
appearing in the closing section.
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Ex. 161 - Master Mechanics & Master Car Builders March & Two Step - 1905 - L.
Gustin
It appears that many two steps still use the cakewalk rhythm. When in 6/8
the style is more like the typical 6/8 march we are familiar with. When in 2/4 we find
continued use of the cakewalk rhythm, although it is seldom called a cakewalk. The
last 16 measures are in march style.
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Ex. 162 - The Irish American -1905 - G. M. Cohan
Cohan wrote in many styles of his era, from minstrel songs, to coon songs, to
Broadway show tunes and patriotic music, he also wrote two steps and also used the
cakewalk rhythm in The Irish American, marked a two step. The cakewalk rhythm
is used in the first section (in 2/4 meter); in the 2nd section in only two bars; the 3rd
section is more march style’ the 4th section changes to 6/8 meter with the 5th and last
section returning to 2/4 meter/
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Ex. 163 - Sam’s Laugh - 1906 - Ed. O’Conner
Marked a characteristic march and two step, again we find extensive use of
the cakewalk rhythm. It is a good example of a cakewalk as late as 1906.
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Ex. 164 - ZiZ - 1907 - Alfred Feltman
Marked a march/two step “Ziz” is in a quasi rondo style, its structure is:
A,B,A,C,D,A,E; Section A uses the cakewalk rhythm and is in 2/4 meter. The last
section (E) is reminiscent of a march introduction and fanfare. I have no idea what
“Ziz” means unless it has to do with lightning!
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Ex. 165 - Cotton Belt Rag - 1908 - J. J. O’Bryan
Marked a march and two step it is called a rag. There is no syncopation used
and no use of the cakewalk rhythm. In fact, it is a descriptive piece with the melody
suggesting the traveling of a train through the Cotton Belt of the South.
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Ex. 166 - Sparkles - 1909 - Chas. B. Ennis
The cover calls this a “ragtime two step.” The introduction and the first
section do use the cakewalk rhythm occasionally. The second section contains a
theme using syncopation. The third section also uses syncopation with a theme
reminiscent of the tune “In the Mood.”
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Ex. 167 - Baby Dollar - 1911 - Therese Wittmann
Marked a march /two step it is a well developed cakewalk in rondo style:
A,B,A,C,A,B,A,B,A. Section A is in cakewalk rhythm, the other sections in march
style.
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Ex. 168 - Pork and Beans - 1913 - Luckyth Roberts
Marked a one step-two stop or Turkey Trot, is uses syncopation and is in 2/4
meter. It would be best described as ragtime and is rather difficult to play on the
piano.
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Ex. 169 - The Bon Marche - 1914 - John Berger
Marked a march and two step it is in 2/4 meter has some use of the cakewalk
rhythm. In 1914-15 we see a revival of the cakewalk that only lasts for a few months.
Their is some use of the cakewalk rhythm in this piece and the popularity of the two
step is fading in 1914. Ragtime and jazz is now coming onto its own with jazz
becoming the most popular style of popular music during and especially after
World War I in 1917/18.
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Ex. 170 - The Battleship Connecticut - 1919 - C. W. Bennet
By 1919 the march and two step were replaced by the fox trot in popularity.
The song ‘Battleship Connecticut’ is a 6/8 march and there is really no need for it to
be called a two step at this late date. The fad for the two step was over and the fox
trot and various other jazz dances were popular. The song is a typical march in 6/8
meter.
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John Philip Sousa’s Impact on the Cakewalk, Ragtime & Jazz
John Philip Sousa is best known for his band and his marches. His band was
one of the most famous bands in the world and his music has become a part of
American musical history. But, his popular band not only played concert music and
marches but cakewalks, ragtime music and two step music. It was Sousa’s Band that
introduced the cakewalk and ragtime to Europe in 1900 at the Paris Exposition.
This appearance and the playing of American music caused no small stir in
European musical circles.
Sousa’s contribution then was not only because of his use of cakewalks and
ragtime musical styles in his original compositions but in his willingness to program
the cakewalks, ragtime and the two step of his era to the audiences of the Untied
States and the world. His use of these in concerts made them acceptable to the music
audiences that came to his concerts.
This innovation (performance of cakewalk/ragtime/two steps) in the
programming of a highly respected concert band caused quite a bit of comment
among music reviewers and critics, the public reacted as Sousa had expected - they
thought that if the highly regarded Sousa Band was playing a cakewalk or other
popular music they must be acceptable as good music.
Therein lies Sousa’s importance to American popular music - (and Arthur
Pryor’s, who arranged this popular music for Sousa’s Band) - Sousa’s performance
of this music added prestige to it and contributed much to its acceptance.
More than 25 years before Paul Whiteman introduced Jazz to the concert
audiences Sousa had played Cakewalks and rags to audiences throughout the world.
Sousa incorporated jazz tunes into some of his Fantasies, most notably in “Jazz
America” in 1925, and the cakewalk style in his “Dwellers of the Western World” in
1910. He included syncopation movements in a number of his suites for band. One
selection “Showing Off Before Company,” written in 1919 became a trademark of
the Sousa Band. Sousa, in the mid 1920’s, was presenting nearly a half hour of
cakewalks, ragtime and jazz on his programs. Sousa’s Band included some jazz
musicians who were instructed to perform in the jazz style for the audiences.
Sousa wrote minstrel music (“Deed I Has To Laugh” -1877, “De We? We
Do” - 1889), played cakewalks (“Rastus on parade” - 1895, “The Shuffling Coon” 18 , “Dusky Dudes” - 1900, “Hunky Dory” - 1900, “Creole Belles” - 1900), Two
Steps (“Men of Yost” - 1901, “West Point” - 1895, “Souvenir March & Two Step” 1896), and many popular songs dedicated to him (“The Royal Courier” - c 1900,
“When Sousa Comes to Coon-Town” - 1904, and “Three Strikes” - 1902 - dedicated
to Sousa’s Baseball Team).
When Sousa introduced cakewalks/ragtime to Europe, Claude Debussy,
while criticizing Sousa’s conducting of these cakewalks, was influenced by the
rhythms of the cakewalk and proceeded to compose, “Golliwog’s Cake Walk”.
No less a prominent composer than Johannes Brahms was interested in this
new cakewalk rhythm:
“A year before Brahms died he said, ‘I met an American girl who played
ragtime for me (he hummed if you refuse me, Honey, you’ll lose me - an early
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cakewalk tune) I thought I would use, not the stupid tune, but the interesting
rhythm of this ragtime.”
The tune Brahms heard was the cakewalk “Hello My Baby” a ragtime tune
but it in reality, a cakewalk piece.
Sousa’s interest in the cakewalk and ragtime began with his interest in the
Negro style of rhythm as exemplified in the cakewalks of his era. Using the form of
the cakewalk composers began to use a number of cakewalks themes into one
composition birthing the ragtime form - almost exact in form to a Sousa March.
Ragtime pianists knew and played Sousa marches. Percy Wenrich - the
“Joplin Kid” of the 1890’s said: “Oh I thought I was a hot shot playing Sousa’s
Liberty Bell March.”
It was Sousa who was responsible for the popularity of what is called the first
published cakewalk “At a Georgia Camp Meeting” and of its composer Kerry Mills:
“Sousa . . . was among the first of the band leaders to feature cakewalk
syncopation. He made a huge success with the cakewalks of two New York
composers - Abe Holzmann and Kerry Mills, particularly the former’s “Smokey
Mokes” and “Hunky Dory,” and the latter’s “At a Georgia Camp Meeting”. J.
Bodewalt Lampe’s “Creole Belles” was another cakewalk that received a big
response. The Kerry Mills number owed its vogue, following its publication in 1897
in no small measure to Sousa, and its popularity has lasted through the years, the
bearded, bespectacled bandmaster was responsible through his sensationally
successful tours, for the spread of the cakewalk and its syncopated rhythm to
Europe.”
Sousa’s audiences acceptance of his programming of cakewalks and ragtime
was seen both overseas and in America. His playing of these cakewalks scored
another sensation at the St. Louis World’s Fair of 1904. An enthusiastic reception
was experienced in France, where outdoor audiences sometimes danced to the
ragtime tunes.
Sousa’s impact on what was bought (namely piano sheet music) by the
American music public can be seen in the music of Abe Holzmann:
“When J. P. Sousa raised his baton to the opening measures of composer
Holzmann’s “Smokey Mokes” last season the noted bandmaster’s audience was
coniferous applause. Persons in the audience consulting their programs discovered a
new genius in their midst. From that tour the name of Holzmann was a byword for
American cakewalks and “Smokey Mokes” re-echoed the pianos of a million music
lovers.”
Sousa found the audiences of the 1890s loved the new cakewalk/ragtime
music. He recorded this music in the new developing record industry. It was a
young trombonist from Missouri, Arthur Pryor, who was responsible for most of
the Sousa band arrangements of cakewalk/ragtime played by the band. The Sousa
Band lacked the truly Negroid phrasing and use of syncopation and suspended beats
needed to perform in the ‘jazz’ style. This failure of Sousa’s Band is explained by
Pryor:
“The regulation bands,” he said, “never got over being a little embarrassed
at syncopating. The stiff-backed old fellows felt it was beneath their dignity and they
couldn’t or wouldn’t give in to it.”
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Pryor, after leaving Sousa, formed his own band and became an important
figure in the general folk picture that was the background of the cakewalk and
ragtime music of his era.
The importance of the cakewalk and ragtime music lies in the fact that it
became accepted in the main stream of American popular music thereby opening
the door for acceptance of other Negro music such as jazz. Thereby lies the
importance of men like Sousa and Pryor. Perhaps their contribution to American
popular music can be seen in the poem by Paul L. Dunbar, the great Negro poet:
“Oh, de white ban’ hits music, an’ hit’s mighty good to hyeah.
An’ it sometimes leaves a ticklin’ in yo’ feet;
But de hea’t goes into bus’ness fu’ to he’p erlong de eah,
Wen de colo’ed ban’ goes marchin’ down de street.
But hit’s Sousa played in rag’time, an’ hit’s Rastus on Parade.
W’en de colo’ed ban’ comes ma’chin’ down de street.”
Summary
In a survey of 659 songs entitled ‘march and two step’ dating from 1894 to
1919 the zenith was around 1910 and fell off in 1914:
1910 - 51, 1911 - 60, 1912 - 74, 1913 - 55
We find 6/8 and 2/4 meter and one used 3/4 meter which was very unusual.
The 6/8 songs did not contain syncopation as did the 2/4 meter songs, many of which
were really cakewalks. We find the title does not always describe the style of the
song. Thus one must examine the song itself and never go by titles. By the study of
the cakewalk, the march/two-step and ragtime we can understand the influence the
march had on popular American music and its evolvement into jazz.
The wind band was the musical ensemble that played the popular music of
the era as well as the piano in the parlor of individual homes. The music - the march
and two step and the cakewalk/ragtime were well suited to be played by the wind
band and the string band.

March/Two-step lists
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1836 - Our Old Tom Cat
1873 - The Mulligan Guard
1893 - The Madison Square
1894 - Galop Infernal
1894 - March Tolchester
1894 - The White Squadron
1894 - The Popular Swing
1894 - Pittsburgh Chronicle Telegraph
1894 - Famous Cadet 2-Step
1894 - The Sun
1894 - The Temple Cup
1894 - The High School Two Step
1894 - Our Orioles
1894 - Washington two step
1895 - C.W. Patrol
1895 - Georgetown Univ. March
1895 - West Point (Sousa)
1895 - Univ. of Penna.
1895 - Red & Blue
1895 - The Handicap
1895 - The Magazine
1895 - The Merle
1895 - The Delaware Hose
1895 - The Broadway
1895 - The Napoleon
1895 - Massasoit Cycle Club
1896 - Gay Coney Island
1896 - March Auditorium
1896 - Tight Tackle
1896 - Omaha, Turner Wheel Club
1896 - The Yellow Fellow
1896 - The New Bully
1896 - Sambo at the C.W.
1896 - The Metropolis
1896 - New York & Coney Island Cycle March
1896 - The Two Step
1896 - Harvard 2 step
1896 - Salute to Castine
1896 - Pleading & Practice
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1896 - Souvenir March (Sousa)
1896 - Cap & Gown
1896 - Jolly Days
1896 - Happy Days in Dixie
1896 - The Waterbusy
1896 - The Severn
1896 - Remus Takes the Cake
1896 - Univ. Cadets March
1896 - The Big 4 comb.
1896 - The Ringtail Colored Band
1896 - Madison Square
1897 - J.A.T.
1897 - Klondyke
1897 - The Campus
1897 - Rosey’s Scorcher
1897 - The Riverside
1897 - Big Four
1897 - On New York
1897 - Univ. of Chicago
1897 - The Campus
1897 - The Soda Fountain Set
1897 - Carnival of the Golden Gate
1897 - Athletic Club
1897 - The Search Light
1897 - Baltimore Letter Carriers
1897 - The Topeka Daily Capital
1897 - Pacers Two Step
1897 - America up to Date
1897 - The Soda Fountain Set
1897 - Ye Boston Tea Party
1897 - Geo. Campmeeting
1898 - Trans. Miss. & Int. Exp.
1898 - Off to the Races
1898 - Commander in Chief
1898 - Give Cinda the Cake
1898 - Off to Cuba
1898 - Eli Green’s C.W.
1898 - Roosevelt Rough Riders
1898 - Tramp of the Cavalry
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1898 - Policy Sam
1898 - The Derby
1898 - The Hottest Ever
1898 - First Victory
1898 - Coon Jubilee
1898 - Young America
1898 - The Gallant Commodore
1898 - Dead Fly Coon
1898 - Admiral Dewey
1899 - Court of Honor
1899 - The Hotel Victory
1899 - The Ferris Wheel
1899 - Rocky Glen
1899 - A Jolly S.C. C. W.
1899 - Kareless Koon
1899 - A Flordia Cracker
1899 - An Easy Mark
1899 - On Again
1899 - Tickled to Death
1899 - Court of Honor
1899 - Possum Barbecue
1899 - Empire March
1899 - Prancin Jimmy
1899 - Old Jasper’s C.W.
1899 - When A Nigger Makes a 100,
99 Goes on His Back
1899 - Walkin on de Rainbow Road
1899 - Whistling Rufus
1899 - Stuttering Jasper
1899 - The Sun Do Move
1899 - Old Eph’s Vision
1899 - Impecunicous Davis
1899 - Hog-Town Pig-Aninnies
1899 - Ethiopian Mardi Gras
1899 - Alabama Dream
1899 - Darkey’s Rendezvous
1899 - The Hunt Ball
1899 - Minala Belle
1899 - Darktown is Out Tonight
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1899 - Coon Hollow Capers
1899 - Darkies Delight
1899 - Cotton Pickers
1899 - Home from Manila
1899 - Army & Navy Autograph
1899 - Merry Golfers
1899 - When Ephraim Plays His Solo
on the Drum
1899 - The Colored Band
1899 - Phoebe Thompson’s C.W.
1900 - Huckleberry Finn, C.W.
1900 - A Little on the Ragtime
1900 - Trotting Thro’ the Park
1900 - Dawn of the Century
1900 - Darktown Excitement
1900 - The Wobberly Walk
1900 - Hunky Dory
1900 - Untied Nations
1900 - Return from Victory
1900 - The Caddy
1900 - Midnight Fire Alarm
1900 - The Tale of the Kangaroo
1900 - Daughter of the Regiment
1900 - Darktown Guards
1900 - The Frolic of the Elks
1901 - Men of Yost (Sousa)
1901 - Sam Johnson’s Band
1901 - Tommy Bo-Land
1901 - Pan-Am. March
1901 - Yale Boola
1901 - Signal From Mars
1901 - Ice Peddlers
1901 - College Girls
1901 - The Police Patrol
1901 - The Ironmaster
1901 - Univ. of Michigan
1901 - The Anaconda
1901 - Bulls & Bears
1901 - Hop Lee
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1901 - The Police Patrol
1901 - The Turret
1901 - A Signal from Mars
1901 - Here That Pickaninny Band
1899 - The Mobile Prance
1902 - Trombone Johnson
1902 - On Emancipation Day
1902 - Victorious Amhers
1902 - Daughter of the Nation
1902 - The Cavalryman
1902 - Dixieland
1902 - Yale Banner
1902 - Dare Devil
1902 - Sunny Jim
1902 - Advance of Harvard
1902 - Dixieland
1902 - Chocolate Drops
1902 - Cradle of Liberty
1902 - Spirit of 1776
1902 - The La. Purchase Exp.
1902 - Stenuous Life
1902 - Spares & Strikes
1902 - Dreamy Eyes
1902 - Postal March
1902 - Three Strikes
1903 - Dolly Dimple
1903 - The Flatiron
1903 - Dreamy Eyes
1903 - The Favorite Ragtime Two-Step
1903 - Harmonious Hiram
1903 - At the Post
1903 - New Amsterdam
1903 - The Flatiron
1903 - We Won’t Go Home Till Morning
1903 - Dolly Dimple
1903 - The Boston Americans
1903 - Our Soldier Boys
1903 - The Gondolier
1903 - Bang Up
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1903 - Carpet Rags
1903 - Woozy-Ragtime m. &2 step
1903 - Burning of Rome
1903 - Ebony Flyer
1903 - Emmets March
1903 - Michigan Flyer
1903 - A Line of Rags
1904 - The Double Nine
1904 - The Fire Master
1904 - Seminole
1904 - Mr. Blackman
1904 - The Buffalo Flyer
1904 - The University
1904 - Wabash March
1904 - Heaven’s Artillery
1904 - She’s Just a Little Bit Different
1904 - Roosevelt & Fairbanks
1904 - The Circus Parade
1904 - Constitution
1904 - Our Next President
1904 - Our President
1904 - Katy Flyer
1904 - The Uncle Sam (Holazmann)
1904 - In Old Egypt Land
1904 - The New Campaign
1904 - A Trip to Niagara
1904 - The Crimson March Song
1904 - Husky Hans
1904 - Heaven’s Artillery
1904 - Listen to the Big Brass Band
1904 - Kokomo
1904 - A Bit O Blarney
1904 - Trip to Niagara
1904 - The Fadettes
1905 - The Baseball March
1905 - The False Alarm
1905 - Lightning Express
1905 - The Chicago Express
1905 - Touchdown
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1905 - Cherry Intermezzo
1905 - M. M & M.C.B.
1905 - Baseball
1905 - Title Dandy Fifth
1905 - Fire & Flame
1905 - Irish-American (Cohan)
1905 - Dandy Fifth
1905 - Atlantic City Broad Walk
1905 - The Mascot
1905 - Chicken Chowder
1905 - The American Girl
1905 - Fordham “Ram”
1905 - Cannon Ball
1905 - Silverheels
1905 - New York Fire Dept.
1905 - Cherry
1905 - King Joker
1905 - Peace Conference
1905 - Rosebud
1905 - Jolly Blacksmith
1906 - Japania
1906 - Atlantic City
1906 - On the Rocky Road to Dublin
1906 - Rolling Home
1906 - Pickles & Peppers
1906 - Pawnee
1906 - Sleepy Lou
1906 - Gov. Higgins
1906 - Antoinette
1906 - Observatory
1906 - Floating Along
1906 - Sam’s Laugh
1907 - Old Faithful (Holzmann)
1907 - Cubs on Parade
1907 - 4 Aces
1907 - 4 Jacks
1907 - Ziz
1907 - Uncle Jerry’s N. England 2-step & C.W.
1907 - Santa Claus
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1907 - Chicago Hustle
1907 - The Girl in White
1907 - Wisteria
1907 - I’d Rather 2-step than Waltz, Bill
1907 - Fireman’s Dream
1907 - Elks Greeting
1907 - Old Faithful (Holzmann)
1907 - The Triumphant Banner
1908 - Cohan’s Rag Babe
1908 - The Millionaires
1908 - Western Flyer
1908 - The Yankee Prince (Cohan)
1908 - K of P
1808 - The Man of the Hour
1908 - Wedding of the Stars
1908 - The Ford
1908 - The Auto Patrol
1908 - O. Railroad C.
1908 - Cotton Belt Rag
1908 - Trans Fair Assc.
1908 - Emblem of Peace
1908 - Tenn Fair Assc.
1909 - Temptation Rag.
1909 - King of the Forest
1909 - Sparkles
1909 - On the Avenue
1909 - Aeroplane
1909 - Red Bandana
1909 - Daughters of the Am. Rev.
1909 = fighting for Eli
1909 - The Indomitable
1909 - King of the Forest
1909 - Taft’s Grand March
1909 - The Fighting Hope - 1910 - The Ragtime Table D’Hote
1910 - At the Baseball Game
1910 - Across the continent
1910 - The Comet
1910 - King of the Air
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1910 - That Lovin’ 2 step Man
1910 - Across the continent
1910 - La Danza
1910 - Motor King
1910 - Race Course March
1910 - The Aviator Rag
1910 - Taxicab
1911 - Baby Dollar
1911 - The Winning Fight
1911 - Army & Navy
1911 - Tres Moutarde
1911 - The Airship Parade
1911 - The Gaby Glide
1911 - General Delivery
1911 - American Conquest
1911 - Daly’s Reel
1911 - The Winning Fight (Holzmann)
1911 - The Advance of the Regulars
1911 - The Jungle King
1911 - Brass Band Ephraham Jones
1911 - On the Gridiron
1911 - Wind Regular March
1912 - Spirit of Independence (Holzmann)
1912 - School Life
1912 - Hero of the Isthmus
1912 - ring Out, Wild Bells
1912 - Everybody 2 step
1912 - Roaring Volcano
1913 - Pork & Beans
1913 - The Whip
1913 - Our Governor
1913 - The Monkey Doodle Doo
1914 - Co-Ed
1914 - Ace of Diamonds
1914 - For the Good of the People
1914 - The Gasoline Rag
1914 - The Bon Marche
1915 - Take Me to the Midnight C.W. Ball
1916 - At Home with My Pathe Pathephone
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1916 - The Battery
1916 - Battery “A”
1917 - Glory for Yale
1918 - Some Smoke
1918 - The Fight Is On
1919 - Battleship Conn.
1919 - The Great American
1924 - March to the White House

March & Cakewalk
1897 - Geo. Camp Meeting
1897 - Hannah’s Promenade
1898 - Eli Green’s C.W.
1899 - Give Cinda the Cake
1899 - Way Down South
1899 - Jemimas Wedding Day
1899 - Walkin on de Farinbow Road
1899 - Hunky Dory
1899 - Nicodemus’ Banjo
1899 - Impecunious Davis
1900 - Dusky Troopers
1900 - Darktown Excitement
1901 - The Mobile Prance
1902 - Chocolate Drops
Cakewalk & 2 Step
1899 - Hog-town Pig-Aninnies
1899 - Duksy Rendezous
1899 - The Darkies Delight
1900 - Looney Coons
1901 - Raz Ma Taz
1904 - Hot Time in Dixie
1905 - Jolly Pickaninnies
Two step Only
1894 - Bell’s Academy
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1895 - The Magazine
1896 - The Nicodemus 2 step
1897 - Soda Fountain
1898 - The Derby
1899 - W.H.V. Lacrosse
1899 - The Merry Golfers
1899 - In the Meadow
1899 - Frangesa Neapolitan
1899 - The Hotel Victory March
1899 - F.F.V.
1902 - Three Strikes
1903 - Dolly Dimple
1904 - A Bit O Blarney
1905 - Cherry Intz.
1905 - Chicken Chowder
1906 - Floating Along
1906 - Sleepy Lou
1908 - Wedding of the Stars
1909 - Sparkles
1910 - La Danza
1914 - The Gasoline Rag

